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An explainable artificial intelligence model for detecting
xenophobic Tweets

by
Gabriel Ichcanziho Pérez Landa

Abstract

Xenophobia is hate speech characterized by hatred, fear, or rejection of people from other
communities. The growth of the internet worldwide has resulted in the rapid expansion in the
use of social networks. The excessive use of social networks has led to hate speech, primar-
ily due to the feeling of pseudo-anonymity that social networks provide. On occasions, the
violent behavior present in the violent courses of social networks breaks the barriers of the
internet and becomes an act of physical violence in real life. Research on the classification of
xenophobia in social networks is a very recent problem, and that is why there are currently
very few databases available for the classification of xenophobia. That is why we created a
new Twitter xenophobia database, whose main feature is to have been labeled by experts in
international relations, psychology, and sociology. This database has 10,073 manually tagged
Tweets, of which 2,017 belong to the xenophobia class. An extensive effort is currently being
made to migrate the unexplained machine learning classifiers known as black-box to new ex-
plainable artificial intelligence (XAI) models that allow the interpretability and understanding
of the classification. We decided to introduce an XAI model based on contrast patterns jointly
with a new interpretable feature representation based on syntactic, semantic, and sentiment
analysis to understand the characteristics of xenophobic posts on social networks. The new
interpretable feature representation has 38 different characteristics, including information on
feelings, emotions, intentions, syntactic characteristics, and keywords related to xenophobia.
Finally, our results show that our new feature representation in conjunction with a classifier
based on contrast patterns obtained an average of 0.86 and 0.77 points in AUC and F1 scores,
respectively. Experiments show that XAI models can achieve classification results equal to or
better than unexplained models. Furthermore, creating a new interpretable feature represen-
tation based on emotions, feelings, intentions, and keywords related to xenophobia allowed
us to extract a set of the most used words in xenophobic posts. The interpretable feature rep-
resentation, jointly with an XAI contrast pattern-based model, allowed us to extract a set of
patterns describing the xenophobic and non-xenophobic classes. These patterns are presented
in a language close to the experts and contextualize words associated with xenophobia using
emotions, intentions, and feelings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Xenophobia has always been a social behavior present in society since the beginning of the
same. Xenophobia has many meanings, from the fear and rejection of others to a strong
feeling of hate to people from different social environments [157]. For example, the lack of
information about the COVID-19 has propagated violence and xenophobia toward Chinese
people [69]. Social networks can intensify xenophobic acts due to the feeling of anonymity
or even the use of bots or fake profiles that spread discrimination toward people from other
countries [25, 96].

In March 2021, more than five billion people have access to an Internet connection; this
number represents around 65% of the entire world population [73]. As the Internet connec-
tion increased worldwide, many social networks emerged, intending to provide a space to
intercommunicate with people by sharing images, videos, and text publications called posts
[149]. Today, we can mention Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, among others, as
the most prominent social networks [29].

As social networks expand due to the spread of the internet worldwide, the number of
posts containing hate speech also increases. Consequently, the more hateful posts there are
on social networks, the possibility of transferring the offensive language to an act of physical
violence increases [152]. Social networks play a fundamental role as catalysts for violence
in real life, dividing their users and creating a marked difference in their opinion. Violent
behavior on social networks significantly increases the spread of violence in real life, causing
acts of violence that can be fatal [27].

Below are some examples of physical aggression caused by comments on social net-
works. These examples were taken from the Citizen’s Crime Commission of New York City
[27]:

• METADATA {Date: July 23, 2017, Place: Nashville, TN, Platform: Facebook}:

“A 20-year-old man and his 37-year-old mother were shot and killed in their home
hours after the 20-year-old posted on Facebook multiple photos of himself with large
wads of cash, jewelry, and shopping bags.”

• METADATA {Date: October 6, 2016, Place: St. Louis, MO, Platform: Twitter}:

“An 18-year-old man fatally shot a 33-year-old police officer who was responding to a
disturbance call. The shooter had repeatedly threatened violence on his Twitter page
for months before the shooting.”

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce the spread of hate speech on the internet, such as sexism, racism, and
xenophobia, several social networks have behavioral policies that prohibit this type of publi-
cation. However, posts containing violent speeches are not immediately removed, allowing
the comment to be visible until an administrator, user, or the system itself can remove the
post. The time difference between when the publication is shared and deleted is enough to
create acts of violence in social media [25]. For example, Facebook, one of the essential social
networks today, has openly mentioned that he will no longer allow hate speech comments on
his platform, especially those that contain racism and xenophobia. However, the solution pre-
sented by Facebook depends entirely on human effort, leaving the task of reporting offending
posts to its users [13].

Each social network has different privacy policies that may or may not allow content
extraction from them. Developers are forced to use different methods to access the content of
the posts of each social network. An example of these privacy policies is that implemented by
Facebook, which does not directly allow the collection of comments in a publication unless
said comments belong to a page the user manages [139]. On the one hand, different online
services allow the extraction of this information as Export Comments [42]. On the other hand,
export comments only allow downloading comments if the publication containing them has
less than 485 entries and costs $11.00. Additionally, other social networks have tools for
developers natively; such is the case of Twitter, which has two APIs that allows the download
of user posts and comments by developers. The Twitter REST API and the Twitter Streaming
API and [147] are the tools provided by Twitter to extract public information.

On the one hand, Twitter is a widely used social network whose main characteristic is the
shortness of its posts, with a maximum of 280 characters. In the first quarter of 2019, Twitter
reported more than 330 million users and more than 500 million posts per day [28]. On the
other hand, Twitter is a handy communication tool widely used by politicians in the United
States since it allows them to express their thoughts and positions to most of the country’s
population. The opinion of US politicians through Twitter has shown that it can dramatically
change the opinion of the inhabitants of their country [16]. The detection of xenophobia on
Twitter is an open problem that can be solved using machine learning models, specifically
eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) models that allow experts to understand why a tweet
is considered xenophobic or not.

That is why this research focuses on implementing an XAI model for the detection of
xenophobia on Twitter. We have created a Twitter xenophobia database collaborating with in-
ternational relations experts, psychologists, and sociologists as part of this research. Addition-
ally, we have created a new interpretable feature representation based on feelings, emotions,
intentions, and keywords, which, together with an XAI model based on contrast patterns, we
can obtain classification results understandable by experts in the field.

1.1 Problem Description

According to Wicker [155], xenophobia is a violent response a community presents against a
group belonging to another society. Stereotypes and prejudices against foreigners commonly
accompany xenophobia. Usually, xenophobia has political or individual interests, where the
creation of an identity is sought through discrimination from an external society. Additionally,
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Wicker says that xenophobia is based on subjective experiences related to mistreatment and
violence. Subjective experiences are supported by values promoted in society and education.

In this way, being a hostile response, xenophobia can also be considered a social behav-
ior, which can be used to control society through a false sense of belonging expressed through
hatred and violence against third parties [43]. According to Crush [33], xenophobia is based
on the culture of society, showing behaviors of physical or verbal violence, additionally, xeno-
phobia actively seeks to point out immigrants as “the cause of social problems.”

Xenophobia belongs to the group of problems called “hate-speech”, among which is
racism, classism, and sexism, among others. However, xenophobia and racism are often con-
fused or even intertwined. Nevertheless, it is essential to understand that they are different
problems and need specific solutions. On the one hand, racism implies the discrimination of a
society or community based on physical aspects such as facial characteristics, weight or even
skin tone. On the other hand, xenophobia is given by rejection or hatred due to the perception
of an “other” which is foreigner or comes from outside the community or society [72].

Some of the definitions of xenophobia were presented at the international conference in
Migration, Racism, Discrimination, and Xenophobia [72].

• By the standard dictionary definition: xenophobia is the intense fear or dislike against
non-natives in a given population [72].

• From the world conference against racism: xenophobia shows prejudices, attitudes,
or behaviors that exclude, ignore, or reject vilify persons, based on the perception that
they are outsiders to the society [72].

Currently, the rapid growth of social networks has allowed a vast spread of hate speech.
The number of xenophobic publications that encourage discrimination or violence against im-
migrants or minority groups has increased with social networks [10]. Experts and researchers
have questioned social media companies and the government about stopping the spread of
hate speech. Consequently, hate speech on social media has increased social tension, leading
to violent attacks that can be fatal [78]. For these reasons, social networks must act quickly to
mitigate xenophobia on their platforms and, with them, reduce the amount of violence present
in the real world [48].

A latent problem in detecting xenophobia in social networks is that it is usually based
on keywords, and many times the classification of the message is given only by the presence
or absence of certain words without considering their context. According to Bucio [17], in
Mexico, posts with offensive hashtags are published every day that refer to hate speech such as
#indio #puto #naco, which means #indian #sissy #peasant, respectively. The most worrying
thing about xenophobic behavior present in social networks is that even public figures can
share these posts.

Additionally, Bucio mentions that public figures in Mexico are not penalized for sharing
posts that contain xenophobia under the guise of being “black humor” publications. These
excuses mitigate the seriousness of the situation regarding hate speech and normalize this
kind of behavior on social networks. Just because they are “humorous” posts, users of social
networks do not consider the consequences that their publications can have on other people’s
lives, causing insecurity, pain, humiliation, isolation, or even self-harm [6].
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The main problem with xenophobic posts on social networks is that the users who pub-
lish them are not aware of how dangerous they can be. Since we, as users of social networks,
publish or disseminate posts that promote xenophobia and other hate speech, we are complicit
in the consequences that they can cause [144]. Threats, beatings, insults, and even acts of
violence that end in the death of third parties are caused by the normalization of xenophobic
discourses on social networks [100].

Despite the severe problem that hate speech represents on social networks and that they
are aware of the xenophobic behaviors of their users, social networks have not yet managed
to find the necessary measures to address this issue with the importance it needs. There are
even cases in which, after having eliminated an offensive post, it reappears after a while [25].
Nowadays, an automatic xenophobia detection tool is necessary to mitigate this hate speech
and can provide feedback that users of social networks easily understand.

The classification of hate speech in social networks is a problem widely addressed using
Natural Language Processing techniques [134]. Due to the massive increase in content cre-
ated by users on the web, it is necessary to have automatic systems that allow regulating the
published content to reduce violence [134]. Natural language processing is a field of study
of artificial intelligence and computational sciences whose main objective is to create effec-
tive communication between humans and computers using natural language [77]. NLP is a
field of significant growth in recent years as it works with various topics associated with the
study of linguistics, the field of mathematics, and computer science. NLP consists of two
main branches of research: Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and Natural Language
Generation (NLG) [19]. In this investigation, we will focus on the NLU approach.

One of the main challenges of NLP in terms of computer science is the representation
of text in a format understandable by computers. This process of converting text to a vec-
tor representation is known as “feature representation” [151] and is one of the fundamental
pillars of NLP. Currently, various feature representations are more or less computationally ex-
pensive. Methods such as Bag Of Words (BOW) [62] or Term Frequency - Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) [141] can generate immensely long feature representations since each
different word is stored in the vector representation. There are other methods based on neural
networks such as Word To Vector (W2V) [106] that, when vectorizing an input text, always
return a vector of fixed size regardless of the size of the text.

However, the biggest drawback of feature representations is that they are mainly based
on numerical transformations, which makes them representations that are not human-readable
[97]. For this reason, one of the main challenges of this research work consists of creating a
feature representation of fixed size that is interpretable. This proposed interpretable feature
representation will be based on feelings, emotions, intentions, and keyword extraction. Ad-
ditionally, it is essential to mention that the xenophobia databases used in this work are not
balanced (there are more entries for the non-xenophobia class than for the xenophobia class),
which presents another critical challenge in computational terms.

The class imbalance problem has been recognized in many functional domains. Mainly
it is a topic of great interest in machine learning. Usually, the class imbalance problem con-
sists of many instances tagged in one class, while a much smaller number belongs to another
class, generally the most critical class [58]. In this scenario, conventional machine learn-
ing classifiers are biased towards the majority class, searching for the correct classification
optimization in a wide range of examples.
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Many machine learning algorithms assume that the target classes share similar prior
probabilities; however, in real life, there are many problems where this assumption is vio-
lated, such is the case of the classification of xenophobia in social networks [116]. We can
mention the most used methods to deal with the class imbalance problem: Changing class dis-
tributions, Feature selection, Classifiers level, and Ensemble learning models [58]. It is also
important to mention that it is essential to select the correct evaluation metrics to know the
proper performance of the classifier. Among the most widely used metrics for class imbalance
problems, we can mention the Area Under the roc Curve (AUC) and the F1 score [140].

Finally, the classification of xenophobia in social networks is a very recent problem [46,
7, 88]. According to Plaza-Del-Arco et al. [118], the classification of xenophobic publications
is a poorly approached issue and with a long way to go. Furthermore, Loyola-Gonzales [92]
mentions that at present, there is a tendency to migrate non-explainable models (black-box)
into explainable models (white-box), especially in sectors such as health care. This is why
our research aims to classify xenophobic posts in social networks using explainable artificial
intelligence (XAI) models so that we can better understand the characteristics that describe a
post of being or not being xenophobic.

1.2 Hyphotesis and Research Questions
We hypothesize that creating a new feature representation based on the extraction of feelings,
emotions, intentions, and keywords in conjunction with an explainable artificial intelligence
(XAI) model can classify xenophobia posts in an interpretable way. Furthermore, allowing
experts in the application area a better understanding of why a post is or is not considered
xenophobic.

This hypothesis allows us to answer the following questions:

• Can a new interpretable feature representation allows obtaining classification results
equal to or better than other state-of-the-art feature representations?

• Which differences can be observed using machine learning classifiers in conjunction
with interpretable and non-interpretable feature representations?

• What type of patterns do users present when they write xenophobic posts?

1.3 Objectives
The general objective of this research is to provide an XAI model together with an inter-
pretable feature representation achieving similar or better classification results to other non-
interpretable combinations of state-of-the-art classifiers with well-known feature representa-
tions. Our proposal includes creating a new Twitter xenophobia database labeled by experts
in international relations, psychology, and sociology. Additionally, our proposal will obtain
a set of contrast patterns that describe the xenophobic and non-xenophobic classes. Both the
trained model and the set of contrast patterns will be beneficial for experts better to understand
the detection of xenophobia in social networks.

To fulfill the general objective, we focus on these specific objectives:
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• Creating an expertly labeled xenophobia database for xenophobia classification using
the opinion of specialists in international relations, psychology, and sociology.

• Creating an interpretable feature representation based on feelings, emotions, intentions,
and keywords, which allows obtaining better classification results than other proposed
representations.

• Obtaining a set of patterns using the interpretable feature representation proposed in this
research to describe the xenophobia and non-xenophobia classes in a language close to
the experts.

• Proposing an interpretable feature representation jointly with an XAI classifier, which
achieves similar or better classification results compared to other not interpretable com-
binations.

1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are the following:

• A novel xenophobic database labeled by experts in the fields of international relations,
psychology, and sociology.

• A novel interpretable feature representation is based on sentiment, emotions, intentions,
and keywords to identify xenophobic posts on Twitter.

• A set of contrast patterns describing xenophobia in Twitter’s posts.

• An interpretable contrast pattern-based model jointly with our new feature representa-
tion performing similarly or better classification results compared with other state-of-
the-art classifiers jointly with prominent black-box feature representations.

• A subset of the most used words in the xenophobic context.

1.5 Outline
The present thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some essential concepts in the
theoretical frameworks that support this thesis. Additionally, Chapter 2 shows previous works
related to the xenophobic classification on social networks using machine learning classi-
fiers. Chapter 3 presents our experimental framework, a summary of our experimental results
explaining the classification results, and the explication of the extracted contrast patterns.
Finally, Chapter 4 presents our conclusions obtained from our experimental results and the
future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

For a complete understanding of our research, this chapter is divided into two sections; Section
2.1 contains our theoretical framework, while Section 2.2 contains the previous works about
xenophobia and hate-speech classification on social networks.

2.1 Theoretical Framework

This section serves as a brief introduction to the different techniques we use to perform our
experimental setup. Subsection 2.1.1 starts by providing insights into what is Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP), which is the core of this research since it allows us to understand
how the text is analyzed from a computational point of view. Then, Subsection 2.1.2 pro-
vides preliminary of the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) to understand what types
of understandability exist and why it is crucial to know. Next, Subsection 2.1.3 focuses on
the description of the contrast pattern-based classification, talking about its mining, filtering,
and classification stages, because the contrast patterns are a prominent area for getting in-
terpretable results. Then, Subsection 2.1.4 summarizes the different feature representations
techniques that we employ to convert the text of a given post into a representation for a ma-
chine learning classifier. Next, Subsection 2.1.5 presents a brief introduction to the machine
learning classification models employed for our experimental setup. Then, Subsection 2.1.7
explains the classification metrics used to evaluate the results of our models. Finally, Subsec-
tion 2.1.8 ends with the presentation of the database cleanup method that we perform to our
Expert Xenophobia Database (EXD) and the Pitropakis Xenophobia Database (PXD), which
help us to normalize the posts’ text among the entire databases.

2.1.1 Natural Language Processing

According to Chowdhury [26], Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area that is used
to analyze and understand natural language texts or the natural way of speaking to explore
how computers can interpret them. Similarly, Otter et al. [112] explains that NLP is a set
of computational techniques that are used to analyze texts at linguistic analysis levels and
finally achieve a language processing similar to that of the human being. Applications of the
NLP include artificial intelligence, automatic translation, summarization, voice recognition,

7
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user interfaces, processing, cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR), and expert systems
[102, 83].

To carry out the Natural Language Processing process, Singh [138] provides which
stages are fundamental to follow, see figure 2.1.

Surface
Text

Tokeni
-zation

Lexical
Analysis

Syntactic
Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

Pragmatic
Analysis

Speaker’s 
Intended
Meaning

Input Output

Figure 2.1: The stages of analysis in NLP [138].

• Tokenization: is the process where the large blocks are segmented into small compo-
nents so that a paragraph can be divided into sentences that, in turn, can be divided into
words.

• Lexical Analysis: in this step, a lemma dictionary is used to relate each morphological
variant with the corresponding lemma.

• Syntactic Analysis: obtains the meaning of a small set of words from their exact defi-
nition, making use of the grammatical rules, to obtain its structure.

• Semantic Analysis: analyzes the meaning of a complete sentence by understanding the
role of each word that makes it up.

• Pragmatic Analysis: takes the context of the sentence under consideration to translate
the complete meaning of the sentence.

2.1.2 Explainable Artificial Intelligence
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) refers to a model in which you understand how and
why it makes decisions or makes predictions easily understood by experts in the area [92].
The primary objectives of implementing this new technique are to produce more and new
explainable models that maintain the classification results of the latest models. XAI models
allow humans not only to understand the model’s behavior but also to make more critical and
impartial decisions and provide robustness [9].

According to Arrieta et al. [9]. We can list some of the terms that are associated with
XAI as follows:

• Understandability: Also known as intelligibility. It is the ability of the model so that
a human can understand its operation without knowing its internal structure.

• Comprenhensibility: The model must be able to translate its knowledge into a simple
way of understanding by a human.

• Interpretability: Explain the meaning of an action in a simple and interpretable way.
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• Explainability: It is associated with the way information is transmitted through the use
of an interface.

• Transparency: When the model is understandable by itself is considered transpar-
ent. Given that a model can highlight assorted degrees of understandability, transparent
models are isolated into three categories: algorithmically transparent models, simulat-
able models, and decomposable models [89].

Nowadays, scientists are making a great effort to generate new XAI models or integrate
explicability to the black box models that exist today [92]. Finally, the transparency of an XAI
model allows the understanding of the internal workings of the algorithm, in other words,
how the model can classify a new input. The explanation of the XAI model can be given
through visualization of decision trees, use of natural language, and other ways that ensure
compression for a human being [89]. At present, XAI models have been used for Semantic
segmentation [135], Predict cardiovascular diseases [119], and Internet traffic classification
[18].

2.1.3 Contrast pattern-based classification

At present, the use of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) models is increasingly being
promoted instead of the already widely known black box artificial intelligence models. The
migration from black-box models to new explicable models, also called white-box models,
is a powerful trend in health, criminal justice, and finance, among others [129]. According
to Loyola-Gonzáles et al. [94], one of the main reasons for using explainable models over
black-box ones is that the former can obtain classification results that are just as good as
can be explained to us and additionally provide an explanation of the model in a language
understandable by the experts in the field.

The XAI models uses a diversity of approaches, but one of the most prominent technique
is the use of contrast pattern-based classifiers [95]. Several works have shown that contrast
patterns-based classifiers can obtain similar results to other popular classifiers such as sup-
port vector machines, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, boosting, bagging [164]. Additionally,
Loyola-Gonzáles et al. [95] mention that the contrast pattern-based classifiers are very useful
for Class Imbalance Problems (CIP).

To understand what a contrast pattern-based classifier is, it is primarily necessary to
understand what a contrast pattern is. On the one hand, a pattern is an expression characterized
by being contained in a known language and which in turn contains a set of objects. On the
other hand, a contrast pattern is type of pattern that appears with more frequency in a class
and turns with minor frequency in the remaining classes [164]. Usually, a contrast pattern is
shown through a conjunction of relationship statements that have the following structure:
ci#dj , where dj is a value within the space of the characteristic ci, and # is a relational operator
taken from the set [ =, 6=, ,>, 2,/2 ] [39, 95, 92]. For instance, [illegal alien = “present”]
^[angry ≥ 0.61], is a pattern that describes tweets belonging to the xenophobia class.

So, a classifier based on contrast patterns uses these patterns to create a model that
classifies new objects [164]. Currently there are several classifiers based on contrast pat-
terns, among which we can mention: PBC4cip [95], HeDEx [76], PBCEQ [23], CAEP [164],
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OCSVM [163], PCB4occ [2], iCAEP [165], and from which PBC4cip and PBCEQ show the
highest scores for CIP.

There are three main stages to the construction of a classifier based on contrast patterns:
mining, filtering, and classification [95]. Below we will briefly explain what each of the stages
consists of. The first step is mining, which aims to find quality patterns through an exploratory
examination that uses a delimited search space. The search space is characterized by having
inductive limitations given by the user. The second stage is filtering, which seeks to select
the highest quality patterns extracted in the previous step. Finally, classification is the step
that allows the combination of the data provided by the filtered patterns and, in turn, builds a
model based on them [96].

Mining stage

For extracting contrast patterns is necessary to build a decision tree (DT). A decision tree is
based on the tree structure of graph theory. In this way, a DT is expressed as a directed graph
in which two vertices are connected by a single path [122]. The most widely used approach to
creating an inductive decision tree is the top-down method [92], which is based on the divide
and conquer approach [131]. The top-down approach begins by creating a root node from
which all the subsets are generated. Usually, they are generated in pairs, the left child Dl

and the right child Dr. Initially, the root node contains all the elements, and each child node
contains a smaller portion. We perform this proces in a recursive way until our stop criterion
is reached [128].

Using a single decision tree for contrast pattern extraction produces very few items;
however, using several similar decision trees can result in the same contrast patterns [92].
Using several different decision trees is one way to combat the pattern extraction problem
[54]. Finally, only those patterns that meet the requirements to be considered contrast patterns
are saved [96]. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a hypothetical decision tree for xenophobia
classification.

Angry

Joy

Angry ≤ 0.30

Criminal 
Foreigners

Angry > 0.30

Xenophobic

C. Foreigners = Present

Non-Xenophobic

Joy ≥ 0.23

Foreigners

Non-Xenophobic Xenophobic

Joy < 0.23

Foreigners ≠ Present Foreigners = Present

Disgust

Non-Xenophobic Xenophobic

C. Foreigners ≠ Present

Disgust ≤ 0.10 Disgust > 0.20

Figure 2.2: Decision Tree example.

From figure 2.2, we can extract the next contrast patterns:

• P1 = [Angry  0.30] ^ [Joy < 0.23] ^ [Foreigners 6= “Present”]
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• P2 = [Angry  0.30] ^ [Joy ≥ 0.23]

• P3 = [Angry > 0.30] ^ [Criminal Foreigners 6= “Present”] ^ [Disgust  0.10]

• P4 = [Angry  0.30] ^ [Joy < 0.23] ^ [Foreigners = “Present”]

• P5 = [Angry > 0.30] ^ [Criminal Foreigners = “Present”]

• P6 = [Angry > 0.30] ^ [Criminal Foreigners 6= “Present”] ^ [Disgust > 0.10]

from which P1, P2, P3 are from the Non-xenophobia class and the remaining patterns
(P4, P5, P6) are from the Xenophobia class.

Filtering stage

During the pattern filtering process, it is common to use two different approaches. The first is
set theory-based (i) and the second is quality measure-based (ii) [92]. On the one hand, the
set theory-based approach eliminates duplicate patterns and redundant elements. On the other
hand, the approach based on quality measures generates a ranking based on the discriminatory
power seen by the patterns, of which only the patterns with a higher ranking are preserved.
The filtering process based on set theory can be explained in the following three stages:

• Removing duplicated contrast patterns: when there are two or more patterns whose
items cover the same elements, they are duplicated patterns. Then, all the same, patterns
are removed, and only one is kept.

• Removing specific contrast patterns: when there is a pattern that contains all the
elements of another pattern and more, it is said that the pattern is more specific. For
example, let P 1 = [Disgust0.32] ^ [Joy≥0.44] and P2 = [Disgust0.32] ^ [Joy≥
0.44] ^ [Sad<0.45]. Since all the items presented in P1 are also in P2, but P2 has one
more item, then P2 is considered more specific than P1. Then, according to [52], P2

should be removed.

• Removing redundant items: an item is said to be redundant when within the same
pattern another item covers all the objects present in the first item and more. For exam-
ple, let’s take the following pattern with redundant items [Joy > 0.11] ^ [Joy > 0.33],
which is simplified to [Joy>0.33] because an entry with a Joy greater than 0.33 is also
greater than 0.11.

We use support as a quality measure to explain the second approach to filtering based
on quality measures.Let q be a pattern, and T = {T1,T2,T3, . . . ,Tn} a set of classes such that
T1 [ T2 [ T3 [ . . . [ Tn = U; then, support for q is obtained after dividing the number of
objects that belong to Ti that were described by q by the total number of objects that are in
Ti [95]. Once the support measure for each contrast pattern has been obtained, these can be
ordered according to that value. This allows you to choose only the first n patterns and ignore
the others [39]. Also, it is possible to use a threshold to discard contrast patterns, if a contrast
pattern obtains a value in the quality measure lower than the defined threshold then the pattern
will be discarded.
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Classification stage

The contrast pattern-based classifiers are classified following two approaches: unweighted
scores (i) and weighted scores (ii). On the one hand, the unweighted approach is usually
used because it is easy to calculate and understand. However, in more specific problems,
it does not usually obtain good results. On the other hand, the weighted approach, despite
being more computationally expensive, has the main advantage of working reasonably well
with class imbalance problems [92]. In our case, the xenophobia classification on Twitter is
a class imbalance problem because the xenophobia database that we created contains more
elements of the non-xenophobia class than of the xenophobia class, (see section 3.3). For
these reasons, we decided to use PBC4cip [95] as our classifier based on contrast patterns,
since it has already been proven that PBC4cip and PBCQE are the best classifiers based on
contrast patterns for class imbalance problems [23]. However, PBC4cip provides significantly
fewer contrast patterns compared to other contrast pattern-based classifiers [95, 96].

Finally, contrast pattern-based classifiers have been used in various relevant applications,
where the great potential of using this type of classifiers has been demonstrated. Among the
most relevant applications in which classifiers based on contrast patterns have been used,
we can mention: summarizing significant changes in network traffic [22], bot detection on
Twitter [96], describing political figures [93], rule construction from crime pattern [148],
detection of alarm patterns in industrial alarm floods [68], discriminating deviant behaviors in
MOBA games [20], bot detection on Web Log Files [91], improvement of road safety [40],
the observation of sales trends in dynamic markets [154], cerebrovascular examination [156],
complex activity recognition in smart homes [143], among others.

2.1.4 Feature Representations
Bag Of Words

The bag-of-words (BOW) model is one of the most used feature representations for text clas-
sification [166]. The popularity of BOW is due to the simplicity in transforming text into a
vector of fixed size. BOW is a straightforward way to represent the information contained in a
text because it does not assume independence between words [75]. It is necessary to create a
new characteristic for each different word present in the text corpus for generating the vector
of features using BOW [161]. Each new text entry will be represented as a vector containing
the word’s frequency presented in that text entry.

On the one hand, the words that exist in the corpus that are not present in the text input
will be represented with a frequency of 0. On the other hand, when a word of the corpus is
present in the text input, it will be counted how many times said word appears in the input
text. One of the significant disadvantages of this feature representation is that the length of the
feature vector depends on the size of the text corpus. Additionally, each vector representation
will contain many 0s, which results in a sparse matrix [75].

To reduce the amount of features present in the BOW representation, we first clean the
EXD and PXD databases using the cleaning method described in subsection 3.2. From there,
we use the scikit-learn Python library [114] version 0.24.2 and its CountVectorizer method
present in the feature extraction class. For more information, see: https://scikit-l
earn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature extractio
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n.text.CountVectorizer.html. We use 600 as the maximum number of features
generated by BOW. This number was the smallest number of features that we could keep
so that the models trained with this representation did not suffer losses in the classification
power.

Binary Bag of Words

Binary Bag of Words (BBOW) follows the same principle as BOW, its main difference is that
its vector representation only consists of 1s or 0s. Instead of storing the frequency of the
words, this frequency is replaced by a 1 when the word appears or a 0 when the word does
not appear. In the same way as in BOW, 600 was used as the maximum number of characters
generated by Binary BOW.

Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency

The Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a technique commonly used
to measure the relevance of a word in a corpus [125]. TF-IDF obtains a score representing
how important the word is. The higher the score, the more relevant the word has in a document
[116]. As its name suggests, TF-IDF is composed of two fundamental parts; on the one hand,
we have Term Frequency (TF), which is the quantity of times a word appears in a document.
This frequency allows us to see how much we are using a word in a text. See formula 2.1.

TF (t, d) =

 

number of times a term t appears in a document d
number of words in d

!

(2.1)

On the other hand, the term Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) refers to how prominent
a word is in the entire body. It is crucial to notice how the inverse value of the frequency of
the document is used; in this way, the words that are widely used will have a lower weight
than the less used words. See formula 2.2.

IDF (t) = log

 

number of documents
number of documents containing t+ 1

!

(2.2)

Finally, the values obtained by TF and IDF are multiplied to obtain the score for each
word. The text is then vectorized using a technique similar to that described in BOW [159].
For its implementation, scikit learn version 0.24.2 and its TfidfVectorizer method present in
the feature extraction class were used. For more information see: https://scikit-lea
rn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature extraction.te
xt.TfidfVectorizer.html Additionally, 600 is also used as the maximum number of
features to generate in this feature representation.

Word To Vector

Word2vec (W2V) is a neural network that processes text data designed by Google [104]. W2V
is not a single algorithm, W2V can use two learning models, the Continuous Bag of Words
(CBOW) and the Skip-gram model [107]. If we want to predict a word given its context, we
use CBOW, but if we want to predict the context from the word we use Skip-gram [99].
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W2V is composed of only one hidden layer, and it uses this layer to produce the word
embeddings. The word embeddings of W2V are only the hidden weights of its hidden layer.
The W2V’s architecture is similar to the one used by autoencoders, where you take a vast
input vector and then transform it to a smaller dense one. Nevertheless, instead of return the
decompressed vector as autoencoders do, W2V returns the probabilities of target words [108].
It is mandatory to use W2V with the one-hot vector encoding of a word given instead of the
raw word.

For our current work, we decide to use spaCy’s W2V implementation [67]. To extract
the word embeddings, we use the en core web lg pipeline specifically designed for blogs,
news, and comments. This pipeline is pre-trained on the OntoNotes Release 5.0 data [153].
For more information, see: https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
#vectors-similarity. It is critical to highlight that this W2V implementation using
the en core web lg pipeline produces a feature matrix of 300 features.

2.1.5 Machine Learning Classifiers
This section briefly describes the operation of the different machine learning classifiers used
in this work. The following classifiers have been implemented in the class imbalance section
of the KEEL software [5], except for PBC4cip, which is a package available for the Weka
Data-Mining software tool [45]; it can be taken from https://sites.google.com/v
iew/leocanetesifuentes/software/multivariate-pbc4cip.

K-Nearest Neighbors

The K-nearest neighbors (kNN) [31] is a machine learning algorithm used for both regression
and classification tasks. It was inspired by human behavior, where humans tend to make
decisions based on the similar behaviors of friends or familiars. The majority vote principle is
used to determine which is the class or the value for a new sample. If the number of samples
is vast, it is good to use some nearest neighbors instead of a single one.

Take as an example the case where kNN is used for classification. We can measure the
distance between this new value and K nearest neighbors gave a new entry to be classified.
When it is a two-dimensional space, kNN uses the Euclidean distance to measure the distance
between two elements. We know in advance the class to which our close neighbors belong;
then, we count how many of them belong to one category or another. The type with the most
votes will then be the one considered most likely to be the class to which the new point to be
classified belongs.

Rusboost

RUSBoost [136] is a classifier explicitly created to solve class imbalance problems. RUS-
Boost employs a hybrid sampling / boosting technique. The goal of data sampling balance
algorithms is to reduce the class imbalance ratio. To do this, you can add samples to the
minority class (oversampling) or remove samples from the majority class (undersampling).
As its name suggests, RUSBoost uses the Random Subsampling (RUS) technique to elimi-
nate random samples belonging to the class with the most samples (majority); this process is
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repeated until RUSBoost reaches a proposed equilibrium ratio.
The most commonly used boosting algorithm is AdaBoost [47] which iteratively builds

an assembly of models. For each iteration, the example weights are modified to improve the
classification in the next step of the iteration. This technique is perfect for working with class
imbalance problems; in general, the minority class is more likely to be misclassified and will
present higher weights in future iterations. RUSBoost uses RUS in the boosting process due
to its simplicity, speed, and classification results.

Underbagging

Underbaggin [12] is a machine learning classifier proposed to deal with class imbalance prob-
lems. UnderBagging, as its name suggests, is made up of two main methods, an ensemble of
individual classifiers using the Nearest Neighbor (1-NN) rule and the under-sampling tech-
nique. The classifier ensemble uses the majority rule in a simple voting system to decide
the category for a new instance. It is widely accepted that using an ensemble of classifiers
improves the overall predictive accuracy of the model if and only if there is diversity in the
elements that compose it. Underbagging uses a variation of the under-sampling technique to
generate diversity between individual classifiers.

The most significant disadvantage of using under-sampling as a database balancing
method is that it leaves out potentially helpful information. Nevertheless, Underbagging deals
with the main problem of under-sampling by using its ensemble of classifiers. For this, n
different classifiers are used according to the imbalance ratio of the training sample. For
example, if a training sample has an imbalanced ratio of ten, Underbagging will create ten
sub-samples. Each sub-sample is balanced using under-sampling so that the majority class
is reduced to have the same amount of elements present in the minority class. The elements
removed from the majority class of each sub-sample are chosen randomly with and without
replacement.

C4.5

The C4.5 algorithm [131] is a decision tree classifier that extends the ID3 algorithm. C4.5
deals with the problems present within the ID3 algorithm, such as missing attribute values,
conversion of trees to rules, pruning methods, among others. C4.5 is based on decision trees.
A group of sample cases is used to create a tree structure and thereby classify new cases.
Decision trees contain internal nodes that may or may not contain tests. The tests are used
to choose which branch will be explored from a node. Nodes that do not contain tests have
labels called leaf nodes; these leaf nodes are classified using the tag stored there.

C4.5 uses equations based on information theory in order to extract the quality of the test.
C4.5 maintains the test that extracts the maximum amount of information for a given group
of cases. Information gain is a quality test that is inversely proportional to the probability of
an event occurring. The less likely the event is, the more information it contains. C4.5 uses
the pruning method to deal with the overfitting problem; this method estimates an error rate
for each subtree; if this error is small, then the subtree is replaced with a leaf node. Finally,
C4.5 can create rules based on the tree’s leaves; for this, it collects the tests of a group united
in some conjunction and turns them into the rule’s antecedent.
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2.1.6 SVM
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [30] are a supervised machine learning model characterized
mainly by its high speed and good performance when a limited amount of training samples.
The goal of SVM is to separate the classes from classifying employing a hyperplane. In two
dimensions, this hyperplane is a line; this classification line is a decision boundary, which
means that those samples on one side of the line will be classified with one class and the rest
with the other class.

SVM seeks to maximize the margin between the classes to find the best hyperplane that
separates the classes. In other words, SVM will generate a hyperplane in which the distance
between the closest element of each class and the hyperplane is the greatest possible distance.
Finally, SVM with non-linear data has also been shown to have very efficient results when
classifying text.

PBC4cip

Pattern-Based Classifier for Class Imbalance Problems (PBC4cip) [95] is a contrast pattern-
based machine learning classifier specially created to address class imbalance problems. Typ-
ically, the patterns that are extracted from the minority class have less support and are less in
relation to those extracted for the majority class. That is why PBC4cip aims to reduce the bias
presented in the majority class.

On the one hand, in the training stage, PBC4cip for each class weights the sum of the
supports, considering all the contrast patterns that cover a query object and its level of class
imbalance. The proposed weight is obtained from formula 2.3. On the other hand, in the
classification stage, PBC4cip seeks to combine the level of imbalance present in the classes
together with the support of the patterns to solve the problem of class imbalance.

wc =

 

1−
|c|

|T |

!

/
X

p✏P

support(p, c) (2.3)

Where |c| is the absolute value of elements presented in class c. |T | is the number of
elements in the training dataset, P represents all the patterns belonging to the class c, and
finally, support(p, c) is the support of the pattern p into the class c.

Finally, PBC4cip uses the following formula to sum the supports of the contrast patterns
that cover a query object for each class:

wSum Supp(o, c) = wc ⇤
X

p✏P

support(p, c) (2.4)

2.1.7 Classification metrics
Once the classification model has been trained, it is necessary to evaluate its classification
performance. There are several metrics for assessing the classification results [41]. F1 score
and Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) [140] are some of the
most prominent metrics for class imbalance problems [61, 74]. Like most of the evaluation
metrics, a confusion matrix is necessary for providing a classification score. Table 2.1, shows
an example of confusion matrix where TP is True Positives, FP is False Positive, FN is False
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Negatives, and TN is True Negative. According to Ikonomakis et al. [71], it is necessary to
know some important metrics such as FPR, TPR, and Precision, to fully understand F1 Score
and AUC, these metrics will be detailed below.

Table 2.1: Classification for confusion matrix where: TP - stands for true positive and means
the amount of correct positive predictions . FP - stands for false positive incorrect positive
predictions. FN - stands for false negative and means the amount of incorrect negative pre-
dictions. TN - stands for true negative and means the amount of correct negative predictions
[98].

Actual Values

Pr
ed
ic
te
d

V
al
ue
s True False

True TP FP
False FN TN

FPR is the ratio of correctly predicted false instances to all instances (see Eq. 2.5).

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(2.5)

TPR (⇢) is the ratio of correctly predicted positive instances to the sum of false negatives
and true positives (see Eq. 2.6).

⇢ =
TP

TP + FN
(2.6)

Precision (⇡) is the number of instances that have been classified in the positive cate-
gory correctly over the total number of instances classified in that category, both correct and
incorrect. (see Eq. 2.7)

⇡ =
TP

TP + FP
(2.7)

F1 Score (Fβ) is the combination of Precision and TPR. Which means that both FP and
FN are taken into account (see Eq. 2.8). The range of F1 score values varies between 0 and
1.0, the maximum value of F1 score is obtained when precision and recall are perfect, while
the minimum value of F1 score is obtained if either of the two precision or recall are zero.

Fβ =
(β2 + 1)⇡⇢

β2⇡ + ⇢
(2.8)

As was stated by Ikonomakis et al. [71] “β is a positive parameter representing the
goal of the evaluation task. If precision is considered to be more important than recall, then
the value of β converges to zero. On the other hand, if the recall is more important than pre-
cision, then β converges to infinity. Usually, β is set to 1 because equal importance is given
to each precision and recall”. Also, ⇢ and ⇡ corresponds to TPR and Precision, defined above.

ROC is a probability curve that is presented as a graph that compares the true positive
rate (TPR), also called “recall” against the false positive rate (FPR) to obtain the performance
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of a classification model [133].

AUC is a measure of separability of how capable a model is for differentiating classes.
It is obtained by calculating the area under the ROC curve [1] (see figure 2.3). AUC ranges
in value from 0 to 1.0, AUC is scale-invariant and classification-threshold-invariant. On the
one hand, a model whose predictions are 100% correct will have an AUC of 1.0, which means
that for its ROC curve, the TPR value will be 1 for all FPR values. On the other hand, if all
the model’s predictions are wrong, then it will have an AUC of 0; this means that for its ROC
curve, the TPR value will be 0 for all the FPR values. A model that randomly classifies a
two-class problem on average will have 0.50 AUC and this is represented on the AUC graph
as the dashed line.

T
P
R

ROC

AUC

FPR
0 1

0
1

Figure 2.3: Receiver operating characteristic curve. The orange line shows the ROC curve
for a proposed model, while the dashed line is the ROC curve for a random model.

2.1.8 Database Cleanup Method

According to Haddi et al. [60], text pre-processing (text transformation and filtering) is essen-
tial for analyzing text. Their experimental results show that the precision of machine learning
models increases when the database is previously cleaned. To use machine learning models
for classifying text documents, it is necessary to convert the text into a vector of characteristics
that a machine learning model can understand. Different feature representations are used for
achieving the classification task. The feature representations seek to transform the text into a
tuple or vector of fixed-length features [101]. However, feature representation standards are
based on converting individual words into features which causes heavy memory usage [59].

In general, each different word present in a D database becomes a feature Fi. For a text
database with Q number of entries, after applying standard feature representations such as
Bag of Words (BOW) [62] or Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [141],
a matrix of size Q x P is generated where P is the quantity of unique words contained in the
database [158]. To reduce the number of features present in this representation, it is highly
recommended to go through a pre-processing stage that cleans and normalizes the text [59].

Considering that our database was created using Twitter as the only source for obtaining
information, we used the Tweet Normalization method proposed by Gupta et al. [59], which
consists of two main stages, normalization and elimination. One of the main processes in the
standardization stage is converting abbreviations and internet slang into their correctly spelled
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word. Table 2.2 shows an example of some abbreviations used on Twitter and their correct
writing.

Table 2.2: Example of some abbreviations used on the internet and their meaning.

Index Abbreviation Meaning

1 g’day good day
2 luv love
3 wud would
4 lyk like
5 wateva whatever
6 ttyl talk to you later
7 kul cool
8 fyn fine
9 omg oh my good
10 fam family
11 bruh brother
12 cud could
13 fud food
14 gr8 great
15 d’ye do you

The entire process of cleaning a Tweet and keeping only the valuable words removes un-
known characters, hyperlinks, user mentions, the hashtag symbol, the re-tweet symbol, string
punctuations, numbers, and stop words. The normalization process converts the abbreviations
and slangs to the original words, converts the text to lowercase, and converts each word to its
base expression through lemmatization. Table 2.3 shows an example of the actions taken to
clean up a tweet and keep only the words that are considered valuable.

Table 2.3: Steps for cleaning a tweet.

Type of action Action Result Number
of words

Read Read the tweet
RT @gabibi ñ, 2021 my year <3 gr8 !!!!!!. I luv you more
than dogs. I slept 18 hours today. #eatCheetos htttp://t.co/s6sa 22

Remove content
Remove unknown chars,
hyperlinks, users mentions

RT, 2021 my year <3 gr8 !!!!!!. I luv you more
than dogs. I slept 18 hours today. #eatCheetos 19

Remove content
Remove the hashtag symbol,
RT symbol, string punctuations

2021 my year <3 gr8 I luv you more than dogs
I slept 18 hours today eatCheetos 17

Normalize text
Convert to lowercase,
clean abreviations

2021 my year <3 great i love you more than dogs
i slept 18 hours today eatcheetos 17

Remove content Remove numbers and stop words year <3 great love dogs slept hours today eatcheetos 9
Normalize text Apply lemmatization year <3 great love dog sleep hour today eatcheetos 9

2.2 Previous Works
This section is divided into two subsections; Subsection 2.2.1 provides an explanation about
the creation and main characteristics of the Pitropakis xenophobia database. Subsection 2.2.2
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summarizes other works related to hate-speech classification on social networks using ma-
chine learning classifiers. Finally, Subsection 2.2.2 ends with a comparative table where a
summary of the results of the related works is shown.

2.2.1 Pitropakis Xenophobia Database
For this work, we use the xenophobia database proposed by Pitropakis et al. [116], for this
thesis, we will call his database as Pitropakis Xenophobia Database (PXD). PXD was col-
lected from January 1 to January 31, 2020. It has English-language tweets that come from
three different countries, UK, the USA, and Canada. Due to limitations of the Twitter API,
which only allows a maximum of 100 tweets for each search term [147], Pitropakis et al.
used a variety of migration terms; among the keywords they used were: migrants, refugees,
immigration, and multiculturalism. As well as the hashtags: #refuggesnotwelcome, #Anti-
immigration, #DeportThemALL, #defendeurope. Pitropakis et al. specifically mention that
they followed the principles proposed by Waseem et al. [152] to label a tweet as xenophobic.
Some of these principles are as follows:

• The tweets are intended to criticize or threaten a group or individual belonging to an
immigrant minority.

• Uses xenophobic hashtags, such as #Anti-immigration, #Deport-Them-ALL.

• Uses xenophobic slurs or defends xenophobia.

PXD has a total of 8,270 tweets labeled in five different classes: (i) Non-xenophobic
(ii) xenophobic (iii) Undecided (iv) Unrelated (v) Error. However, for this work, we are only
interested in preserving the non-xenophobic and xenophobic classes. In total, 6,085 tweets
were preserved, of which 2,114 were labeled as xenophobic and 3,971 as non-xenophobic. It
is essential to mention that in the work of Pitropakis et al., it is not mentioned that the people
who labeled the tweets were experts in related areas. However, Pitropakis et al. mention that
a second annotator was in charge of reviewing a subset of 50 random tweets. For calculating
the inter-annotar agreement Pitropakis et al. used and the cohen’s kappa coefficient.

2.2.2 Detecting Hate-Speech in Social Networks
Monitoring Users’ Behavior: Anti-Immigration Speech Detection on Twitter

Pitropakis et al. [116] addressed the issue of xenophobia, also known as anti-immigration
discourse, on social networks, specifically on Twitter. Pitropakis et al. created a xenophobia
database on Twitter to address this hate speech. The Pitropakis xenophobia database (PXD)
was labeled manually and generated from key concepts of the xenophobia discourse. Among
the keywords that Pitropakis et al. used to create the database, we can find the following
hashtags: #refuggesnotwelcome, #Antiimmigration, #DeportThemALL, #defendeurope.

The database has 6,085 labeled tweets. 3,971 tweets were labeled as non-xenophobic,
and the remaining 2,114 are from the xenophobia class. Pitropakis et al. used a geolocation
filter provided by the Twitter API to obtain tweets from UK, USA, and Canada, which allowed
it to have a greater diversity of tweets related to xenophobia.
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Pitropakis et al. used two feature representations: TF-IDF using both word and character
n-grams [141] in conjunction with three widely known machine learning classifiers such as
Logistic Regression (LR) [57], Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) [84], and Support Vector Machines (SVM)
[142]. Finally, Pitropakis et al. used the F1 score, recall, and precision metrics to show the
results of their research, in which they obtained 0.84, 0.87, and 0.85, respectively.

Detecting Misogyny and Xenophobia in Spanish Tweets Using Language Technologies

Plaza Del Arco et al. [118] focused his research on the classification of misogyny and xeno-
phobia on social networks in Spanish, specifically on Twitter. Additionally, one of the three
most popular languages used in social networks is Spanish, and the development of precise
models requires a specific study based on the syntax and semantics of the language, and
therefore they decided not to use a system created for another language. It is important to
emphasize that the database used by Plaza Del Arco et al. was proposed by Garibo [55],
classifying tweets as zero if they are not hate speech and as one if they are misogynous or
xenophobic. The database contained 6,100 labeled tweets, of which 3,583 belonged to the
not-hateful class and 2,517 to the hateful class.

His research was conducted from three approaches. In the supervised approach to ma-
chine learning, Plaza Del Arco et al. used some machine learning classifiers such as Support
Vector Machines [142], Logistic Regression [57], Ensemble Voting (EV), Naı̈ve - Bayes [84],
Decision Tree [122]. Then he used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [141] as
his main feature representation. For the approach based on deep learning, Plaza Del Arco et
al. used the combination of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [66] and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) [105] as a classifiers jointly with the FastText word embedding [56]. Finally,
the Lexicon-based approach constructed a lexical dictionary of emotions composed of words
related to misogyny and xenophobia. Plaza Del Arco et al. achieved the best results using the
supervised machine learning approach with the Ensemble Voting classifier. The classification
results were F1 score: 0742, Recall: 0.742, Precision: 0.739 and Accuracy: 0.754.

Towards countering hate speech against journalists on social media

Charitidis et al. [21] tackled the hate speech’s problem in the context of journalism and jour-
nalists. One of the main characteristics of the work proposed by Charitidis et al. is that it
collected information from five different languages, English, French, German, Greek, and
Spanish. For each language, Charitidis et al. created a database of hate speech on Twitter,
for which he collected an initial list of 200 journalism-related Twitter accounts for each lan-
guage. This initial list allowed him to gain access to other journalism-related accounts. The
information was collected in 6 months (10/1/2018 - 5/8/2019).

Additionally, Charitidis et al. used the following embedding methods fastText [56] for
Greek and French, Glove [115], Spanish, German and English. Additionally, it also used the
well-known Word2Vec [106] embedding method. Finally Charitidis et al. used the following
deep learning architectures: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [4], Skipped CNN (sCNN)
[79], CNN + Gated Recurrent Unit (CNN + GRU) [37], Long-Short- Term Memory [66], and
LSTM + Attention (aLSTM) [44]. Finally, he used the F1 score metric as the evaluation
metric of his classifiers, where he reported the following results for each language: English
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0.82, German 0.71, Spanish 0.72, French 0.84, Greek 0.87.

Effective hate-speech detection in Twitter data using recurrent neural networks

Pitsilis et al. [117] focused their research on the use of recurrent neural networks for the
classification of racism and sexism on Twitter. For this, Pitsilis et al. used the well-known
Twitter hate-speech database proposed by Waseem et al. [152] which consists of around
16 thousand tweets of which 1,943 belong to the class “racism,” 3,166 belong to the case
“sexism” and 10,889 belong to the case “neutral” which means that they are tweets that do
not contain sexism or racism. Despite being a database with an imbalance of classes, Pitsilis et
al. They clarifies that since the imbalance rate between the minority class (racism) concerning
the majority class (neutral) is approximately five, he preferred not to use some method of class
balancing or some classifier specialized in imbalance problems.

Pitsilis et al. used word-based frequency vectorization as feature representation [117];
For this, each word belonging to a text is used as an index of a vector element, and its value
corresponds to the frequency of its appearance in the corpus. Additionally, for the classifica-
tion, Pitsilis et al. have used an assembly of five LSTM-based deep learning models using the
majority vote rule to decide the class of an entry. Later, Pitsilis et al. used ADAM as the opti-
mization method, while its learning objective was categorical cross-entropy [80]. Finally, this
configuration allowed them to obtain the following results for the F1 score metric: 0.9517,
0.7084, and 0.9986, for the classes of neutral, racism, sexism, respectively.

Detecting cyberbullying and aggression in social commentary using nlp and machine
learning

Sahay et al. [130] addressed the issue of the classification of cyberbullying in social networks;
for this, they built a training database from comments on YouTube and Twitter. The database
has a total of 6,594 samples of data, of which 3,947 posts come from YouTube and 2,467 come
from Twitter. Sahay et al. used the cyberbullying detection database contributed to Kaggle by
Impermium as a validation database which contains 2235 entries.

Sahay et al. used Count Vector Features (CVF) [130] and Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency [141] using n-grams from one to five as feature representations. Addition-
ally, as machine learning classifiers, he used Logistic Regression [57], SVM [142], Random
Forest(RF) [34], Gradient Boost (GB) [11], with which he obtained results of 0.779 for AUC
score, 0.792 for accuracy, and 0.753 using cross-validation (CV) using the Gradient Boosting
Machine.

Abusive language detection in online user content

Nobata et al. [111] focused their research on the classification of posts with abusive language,
for which they created two databases obtained from Yahoo! Finance, and News. The first
database was collected from October 2012 to January 2014. In turn, this database is divided
into the finance sector and the news sector. The finance sector has 759,402 entries, of which
705,886 belong to the “clean” class and 53,516 to the class “abusive.” The news sector with
1,390,774 entries, 1,162,655 belong to the class “clean” and 228,119 to the class “abusive.”
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The second database they developed was used for temporary experiments while deploy-
ing their model to the production environment. Like the previous one, this database is found
in the financial sector and the news sector. The financial sector has 448,436 entries, 433,255
are of the “clean” class, and 15,181 are of the “abusive” class. While the news sector has
726,073, of which 655,732 are without the “clean” class, and 7,0311 are from the “abusive”
class. Finally, they also used the WWW2015 database [38] to compare the results of their
models against a previously known database.

Nobata et al. used a feature representation based on n-gram features (from 3 to 5 char-
acters spaces included). Among the linguistic features that Nobata et al. extracted, the post’s
length, the word’s average length, and the number of punctuations symbols. For the syntactic
features, he used part of speech tagging. Finally, he also used the Distributional Semantics
Features. Nobata et al. used the VowpalWabbit regression model [85], with which he obtained
results of 0.783 in F1 score and 0.9055 in AUC using the WWW2015 database.

Finally, Table 2.4 summarizes the principal features of the researches mentioned above.
Additionally, it can be noted that previous works prominently use the F1 score and AUC
metrics to show the results of their experiments, and these, in turn, mainly oscillate between
0.7 and 0.9.
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Summary

It is crucial to emphasize that the works proposed in section 2.2.2 used different databases.
Therefore the results obtained cannot be directly comparable even though they may share
the same problem. However, only the work proposed by Pitropakis et al. [116] focuses on
the detection of xenophobia on social networks and presents a database of xenophobia. It
is essential to have more public xenophobia databases since this allows further development
in the lines of research on the classification of xenophobia in social networks. Having more
xenophobia databases allows training various machine learning classifiers and performing
statistical tests that compare the results obtained in each database. When the results of a
machine learning classifier belong to a single database, they may be biased, which is why it is
better to perform the experiments with more databases since it provides a more general idea
of the behavior of the classifier in situations of actual use.

The hate-speech databases used in the previous works are not standardized; each work
proposes a different way of creating and labeling the entries, and the use of experts in the
area for labeling the database is not explicitly proposed. Finally, not all the databases used
in the previous works are in the public domain; therefore, accessing these databases can be
complicated. For example, the work of Pitsilis et al. [117] uses a well-known hate-speech
database developed by Waseem et al. [152] in 2016; however, the Pitropakis Xenophobic
Database [116] is not publicly available.

The previous works exposed in this section mainly use feature representations based on
numerical transformations such as TF-IDF, Count Vector Features, Word Frequency Vector-
ization, and other feature representations based on neural networks such as FastText, GloVe,
Word2Vec. However, these types of feature representations are not interpretable [97]. Ad-
ditionally, one of the main areas of improvement shared by previous works is that they are
not using machine learning classifiers that have been specially designed for class imbalance
problems or that can be interpreted by experts in the domain area.

That is why our research will focus on these areas of opportunity to provide both a new
xenophobia database labeled by experts and an interpretable classification model of xeno-
phobia in social networks using a new feature representation based on feelings, emotions,
intentions, and keywords jointly with an eXplainable Artificial Intelligence model contrast
pattern-based.
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Table 2.4: Summary of works presented in section 2.2.2 in terms of the problem they address,
the data source used, features extracted, classifiers used, evaluation metrics, and the evaluta-
tion’s results.

Author Problem
Database
Origin Extracted Features Methods

Evaluation
Metrics Performance

Pitropakis et al. [116] • Xenophobia • Twitter
• Word n-grams
• Char n-grams
• TF-IDF

• LR
• SVM
• NB

• F1
• Rec
• Prec

• 0.84 F1
• 0.87 Rec
• 0.85 Prec

Plaza-Del-Arco et al. [118]
• Misogyny and
xenophobia • Twitter

• TF-IDF
• FastText
• Emotion lexicon

• LR
• SVM
• NB
• EV
• DT
• LSTM

• F1
• Rec
• Prec
• Acc

• 0.742 F1
• 0.739 Rec
• 0.747 Prec
• 0.754 Acc

Charitidis et al. [21]
• Hate speech to
journalists • Twitter

• FastText
• GloVe
• Word2vec

• LSTM
• aLSTM
• CNN
+ GRU
• sCNN
• CNN

• F1

• French - 0.84
• Spanish - 0.72
• Greek - 0.87
• English - 0.82
• German - 0.71

Pitsilis et al. [117]
• Sexism
• Racism • Twitter

• Word Frequency
Vectorization

• LSTM
• RNN • F1

• Sexism: 0.99
• Racism 0.71
• Neutral 0.95

Sahay et al. [130] • Cyberbullying
• Train: Twitter
and YouTube
• Test: Kaggle

• Count Vector
Features
• TF-IDF

• LR
• SVM
• RF
• GB

• AUC
• Acc
• CV

• 0.779 AUC
• 0.792 Acc
• 0.753 CV

Nobata et al. [111]
• Abusive
language

• Yahoo!
Finance
and News

• N-grams
• Linguistic semantics
• Syntactic semantics
• Distributional
semantics

• Vowpal
Wabbit’s
regression

• F1
• AUC

• 0.783 F1
• 0.906 AUC

Our proposal. [121] Xenohpbia • Twitter

• TF-IDF
• W2V
• BOW
• Binary BOW
• Interpretable

• C4.5
• KNN
• PBC4CIP
• Rusboost
• SVM
• Underbagging

• AUC
• F1

• 0.863 AUC
• 0.768 F1





Chapter 3

Experimental Framework

This chapter presents the methodology we use to obtain our experimental results. Figure 3.1
portrays a small flowchart showing the content of this chapter. The results of the experiments
are detailed in the next chapter. Section 3.1 shows the creation of our xenophobia database and
shows its main characteristics. At the same time, section 3.2 presents the methodology used
to filter non-essential data from the database to reduce the number of posts to be labeled by
experts. Our interpretable feature representation based on feelings, emotions, intentions, and
keywords is introduced in Section 3.3. Then Section 3.4 demonstrates how to split databases
using a strategy specifically designed to address class imbalance issues. After filtering and
partitioning the databases, section 3.5 shows the methodology we use to obtain the results of
the classifiers using the AUC and F1 score metrics. Section 3.6 then provides additional in-
formation on classification based on contrast patterns, highlighting the contrast pattern miner
used and other settings, such as number of trees and stop criterion. Then, Section 3.7 shows
how to interpret a box-and-whisker plot. Finally, Section 3.8 shows the concluding remarks
of this chapter.

Database
Feature 

Representation ClassifierPartition EvaluationCleaning

1 2 3 54 6

Figure 3.1: Flow diagram for the procedure of getting the classification results of the xeno-
phobia databases.

3.1 Creating the Expert Xenophobia Database
This subsection will explain in depth the methodology we follow to create the Expert Xeno-
phobia Database (EXD), which has the main characteristic of being labeled by experts in the
fields of International Relations, Sociology and Psychology (see more details of them in Table

27
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3.1). Our main objective is that the experts in charge of labeling the database were very close
to creating the database. The experts’ contribution was not limited only to labeling the tweets.
They were also in charge of searching and downloading the tweets that would later be labeled.

Table 3.1: Responsible for labeling the xenophobia database on Twitter.

Name Speciality Institution / Company

Galo Ben Yair Delgado Moreno
BA in International Relations.
BA in Sociology.

Institutional Strengthening Coordinator at
Documenta
(https://www.documenta.org.mx/)

Laura Moreno BA in International Relations.
Audience Analyst at
SWARM DATA & PEOPLE
(https://swarminsights.com/)

Ariadna Torres Estrada BA in Psychology.

Tutor and teacher
at Tecnológico de Monterrey
(https://www.tec.mx/en)
Experience customer Analyst
at Nu
(https://nubank.com.br/)

Norma Soto Soto

MSc in Education.
BA in Sociology.
BA in Political Science and
public administration.

Tutor and teacher at Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de México UNAM.
(https://www.unam.mx/)

Néstor José Méndez
MSc in Legal teaching.
MSc in Crimionology.
BA in Law.

Tutor and teacher at Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de México UNAM.
(https://www.unam.mx/)

For the experts to have quick access to the tweets, we created two visual tools facilitat-
ing the extraction and labeling of the tweets. These tools were programmed in Python and
compiled to run on the Windows operating system. The Twitter Database Downloader (TDD)
tool, as its name indicates, is a tweets download manager that uses the Tweepy Python li-
brary [127] to connect with the Twitter API [147] and be able to access different tweets using
keywords, hashtags, or user names. Figure 3.2 shows the graphical environment of TDD.

Twitter Database Downloader

Actions

<< >>

Clean

Save Tweet

Open file

0/0 You are labelling: wait

INFO Display

You can read a Tweet Here :D

Downloaded:  Wait 

Search something

Search

100502010

Figure 3.2: Twitter Database Downloader tool.
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An additional filter added to TDD is that by default, it uses the geo search method of
the Tweepy library to ensure that the collected tweets were from the United States and that
they were also tweets written in English. TDD has three main sections, INFO, DISPLAY,
and ACTIONS. In the INFO section, the user can open a previously saved file and continue
downloading more tweets in the same file. If a file is not opened, a CSV file called tweets will
automatically be created in the folder where the program was run when the user save a tweet.

The user is free to choose a keyword, a hashtag, or a Twitter account’s username. Also,
the user can select how many tweets he wishes to observe from the request, which can be
10, 20, 50, or up to 100 tweets. This maximum request is due to the Twitter API limitation
that only allows the user to return up to 100 tweets per search term [147]. In the DISPLAY
section, it can see the current tweet and the index it has among the total of tweets searched
in a request. Finally, the ACTIONS section allows the user to move forward or backward
between the searched tweets, save the tweet that appears in the display section and clean the
tweet; this button removes URLs, users, and unrecognizable characters, which allows a more
straightforward reading.

We use several keywords related to xenophobia for the creation of our database; among
these keywords, we use the same ones proposed by Pitropakis et al. [116] as immigration,
migrant, deport them all. At the same time, our experts proposed new expressions, among
which are: illegal aliens, backcountry, and violence. However, it was also decided to use
neutral expressions that did not have negative connotations with xenophobia; this was done
to make our database more diverse. Sports, cuisine, travel, love, and money are some of
the words not linked to xenophobia that were utilized to develop the database. Our experts
were able to download a total of 14,534 tweets as a result of this. Finally, this information
was gathered during the course of five weeks, from June 27 to August 31, 2021. The date on
which the Tweets were published corresponds to the day on which the collection was released.

After having downloaded all the tweets, the next step was to use a cleaning and filtering
procedure to preserve only those tweets with a minimum number of words to be considered
valuable or relevant information. This filtering process will be detailed in the following section
3.2. After applying the raw database cleaning process, only 10,738 tweets were saved. The
filtering procedure was able to reduce the elimination of 3,794 tweets from the unlabeled
database; this is equivalent to a decrease of 26.1% of the original size. Finally, the remaining
10,738 tweets were divided into 20 batches containing between 500 and 550 tweets each. As
a result, each expert labeled four batches, approximately 2,150 tweets in total.

The second tool developed for the creation of the expertly labeled xenophobia database
was the Twitter Database Labeler (TDL). TDL has a graphical interface similar to TDD; it
has three main sections, INFO, to open a CSV file containing the tweets to be labeled. The
DISPLAY section shows the current tweet to be labeled, as well as its index. The ACTIONS
section allows the user to move forward or backward through the tweet, cleaning the tweet the
same way as TDD and three buttons for labeling each tweet: xenophobic, non-xenophobic, or
not valuable. Figure 3.3 shows the graphical environment of TDL.

Figure 3.4 shows the number of tweets labeled by each class and the percentage it rep-
resents in the database. The unrelated class corresponds to tweets that the experts decided not
to classify as xenophobia or non-xenophobia because they did not contain helpful information
for detecting xenophobia. During the development of this work, we decided to keep only the
raw text of each Tweet, even though the Twitter API can provide additional information about
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Twitter Database Labeler

Actions

<< >>

Clean

Not useful

Xenophobic No Xenophobic
Open file

1/508 Not classified

Labelled:     0/508

Date:     19-08-2021

INFO Display

You can read a Tweet Here :D

Figure 3.3: Twitter Database Labeler tool.

each user, such as geopositioning, preferred language, account creation date, number of fol-
lowers, and published posts, among others. This decision to only keep the text of each tweet
was made to extrapolate this work to other platforms. Each social network has its privacy
policies and the information that the Twitter API probes may or may not exist on other social
networks, or it may be difficult to access. In this way, by excluding additional information
from the Twitter API, we focus our work on a xenophobia classification based solely on natu-
ral language processing techniques, such as sentiment, semantic, and syntactic analysis. This
approach allows a more versatile approach to work with other social networks in the future.

Figure 3.4: Number of instances belonging to each class and its percentage.

The database labeling process used the TDL’s software to open each CSV file containing
a Tweet’s batch between 500 and 550 examples. Then, the expert could use the clean’s button
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to read a simpler version of the tweet for each tweet without hashtags, users, and URLs. With
that information, the expert decided to label the tweet as xenophobic, non-xenophobic, or not
useful using the respective buttons.

It is important to mention that some tweets were labeled as “unrelated” because they did
not contain helpful information for describing the non-xenophobic class. For example, the
filtering process did not eliminate tweets with only user mentions or hashtags. Still, it does
not mean that the tweet can provide valuable patterns describing the non-xenophobic class.

Additionally, Table 3.2 shows two random samples of posts belonging to each class,
and it is easy to see that the unrelated class contains posts without enough information. Even
if the post is not xenophobic by itself, the content is poor since it does not provide more
information than a list of medical exams. Then, the experts decided to drop all the tweets
classified as unrelated and preserve only those posts labeled as xenophobic or non-xenophobic
to maintain the quality of the non-xenophobic patterns. After we discarded the posts labeled
in the unrelated class, a total of 10,073 tweets were kept, of which 79.97% belong to the
non-xenophobic class, and the remaining 20.03% correspond to the xenophobia class.

Finally, it is essential to mention that after the first labeling process in which each expert
labeled four batches of tweets, a second review process was performed. The second process
consisted of inspecting all the tweets classified as xenophobic to find some discrepancies,
particularly in this class; being the minority class was critical to be sure that the experts
correctly classified all the posts as xenophobic.

Table 3.2: Examples of Tweets classified as xenophobic, non-xenophobic, and unrelated.

Class Example

Non-Xenophobic

i just bought a new nintendo switch @nintendo and i only bought it to play smash bros
hope i’m not disappointed :D

I have the best damn friends in the universe. Thank you very much for the last outing it was the best

Xenophobic

@Powerfm987And now they want to call us xenophobic if we stand up for the rights and
protection of our own people by this illegal ,law breaking tax sapping,exploitative criminal
foreigners. Put South Africans first is not a political party.We care for our

@RealJamesWoods TERRORIST. CRIMINAL FOREIGNERS. blow them off the fucking map

Unrelated

@CoolCleanTecLLC @OilGasEvent @KB Electronics @factybuysdirect
@cableindome @GreatIndoor @GraphicProducts @witzshared @LuetzeSolutions
@QDataHub @Endress FR @LuetzeTransport @DotsandIs @Radwell Intl
@DisaptLtda Enjoy the long day weekend friends.. https://t.co/4uubAuPdEx

@itzz windek: Pre wedding Medical test for couples 1. Genotype test 2.
Blood group test 3. HIV test 4. Hepatitis B and C 5. STD 6. Fert.
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3.2 Filtering the xenophobia databases
It is important to note that the experts in charge of labeling the xenophobia database also
contributed to obtaining the data. As mentioned in subsection 3.1, before going to the labeling
process, a total of 14,534 tweets were obtained. After applying the database filtering process,
10,738 tweets were preserved. In this subsection, we will detail the filtering process of the
database. After using the cleaning method shown in section 2.1.8, we observed that there
were some tweets containing zero valid words left after being cleaned. These tweets had to
be eliminated from the original database. Otherwise, they would be labeled by the experts,
and when they were pre-processed, they would be empty, and their label would not provide
information for the classification of xenophobia. Additionally, we observed that tweets before
being cleaned were very similar to each other.

In this thesis, we will define the similarity between two tweets as the number of root
words that are shared. For example, the words playing and player are different, but their root
word is the same: play. As we stated before, the tweet cleaning process uses the lemmati-
zation technique to normalize the words [60]. In addition, there may be tweets in the raw
database, which are treated as different but contain the exact words but tagging different users
or mentioning different URLs [59]. In this way, after the tweet cleaning process, it is easy
to realize that there are repeated tweets because they contain the exact words; these repeated
entries were also deleted.

Finally, after the tweet cleaning process, we observed tweets containing only one, two,
or three valuable words. We will call “valuable words” those words that remain after the tweet
cleaning process. In this way, we ask ourselves, what was the minimum number of words that
a tweet should have to be considered valuable? Below we describe the procedure to find the
minimum number of words to consider a Tweet as valuable.

1. Get Twitter databases that humans have manually labeled. (Agarwal [124], Davidson
[36], Crowd Flower [32], Data Turks [35]).

2. Clean each database to reduce its dimensionality and transform it using TD-IDF [141]
as its feature representation.

3. Train a set of machine learning classifiers (Decision tree (DT) [51], Random Forest
(RF) [34], Logistic Regression (LR) [57], Ada boost (ADA) [132]) to obtain the AUC
[61] of each classifier and keep the best result.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 but deleting only repeated tweets.

5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 but removes tweets with less than N valuable words.

DT, RF, and LR are some of the most popular machine learning classifiers for text clas-
sification [120], and recently ADA, has been proved to obtain similar results to other state-of-
the-art text-classifiers [24]. It is important to mention that the experiments were carried out
up to a maximum of five valuable words because beyond this value, the difference of AUC
concerning the database without duplicate tweets was more than 3%, and the value of AUC
falls because the original database decreased by more than 30%. Table 3.3 shows a summary
of four Twitter databases used for our filtering experiments, and Table 3.4 shows the best AUC
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result obtained by different machine learning classifiers for the databases. Additionally, the
number of posts that the database contained before and after filtering the database is shown,
eliminating tweets containing less than (1, 3, 5) valuable words after being cleaned values
(2, 4) are omitted from the table because they have very small differences with the values
(1, 3) respectively (in the order of the thousandths). On the one hand, we can see that only
the Davidson database did not contain repeated Tweets. On the other hand, the Data Turks
database contained more than 5,000 repeated tweets.

Table 3.3: Description of the databases used for our filtering experiments.

Author Problem Database Size Classification type

Agarwal [124] Hate-speech 31,962 Binary

Davidson [36]
Hate-speech
Offensive Language 24,783 Multiclass

Crowd Flower [32] Gender classification 20,050 Multiclass
DataTurks [35] Cyber-Trolls 20,001 Binary

Table 3.4: Comparison of AUC results before and after filtering each database. N represents
the minimum number of words that a tweet must have to be considered valuable.

Database # Posts # Words Before
cleaning method

# Words After
cleaning method

Random
Forest’s
AUC

Logistic
Regression’s

AUC

Decision
Tree’s
AUC

Ada
Boost’s
AUC

Best
Result

Agarwal’s database 31,961 67,168 39,582 0.748506 0.646948 0.739408 0.680408 0.748506
Removing repeated
tweets 29,530 67,168 39,582 0.707623 0.601745 0.699076 0.63982 0.707623

n=1 28,361 67,079 39,582 0.683002 0.599049 0.701107 0.643991 0.701107
n=3 27,414 66,581 39,344 0.687027 0.579829 0.709864 0.639785 0.709864
n=5 23,952 63,610 37,676 0.669884 0.591697 0.687182 0.63446 0.687182

Davidson’s database 24,783 59,462 18,445 0.759535 0.767573 0.798183 0.782934 0.801300
Removing repeated
tweets 24,783 59,462 18,445 0.755858 0.767573 0.8011 0.782934 0.801301

n=1 23,716 58,381 18,445 0.755863 0.761527 0.788943 0.787418 0.788943
n=3 22,453 56,927 18,298 0.759434 0.763075 0.792774 0.786046 0.792774
n=5 18,015 51,799 17,488 0.743769 0.479889 0.800042 0.796075 0.801142

Crowd Flower’s
database 20,050 66,795 24,083 0.630025 0.632378 0.582315 0.579246 0.632378

Removing repeated
tweets 18,444 66,795 24,083 0.601451 0.61577 0.55883 0.571733 0.61577

n=1 17,386 65,094 24,081 0.577639 0.603565 0.560178 0.567478 0.603565
n=3 16,805 63,987 23,830 0.581672 0.594072 0.565192 0.572334 0.594072
n=5 14,743 59,921 23,099 0.595123 0.603177 0.563199 0.579558 0.595123

Data Turks’ dabase 20,001 31,724 14,516 0.896041 0.729325 0.802884 0.662434 0.896041
Removing repeated
tweets 14,125 31,724 14,516 0.541626 0.549643 0.574551 0.558062 0.574551

n=1 14,125 31,724 14,516 0.547494 0.549643 0.572911 0.558062 0.572911
n=3 12,393 30,580 14,217 0.532478 0.553678 0.571734 0.559067 0.571734
n=5 9,346 28,180 13,412 0.520817 0.528799 0.544056 0.540979 0.544056

Table 3.5 summarizes the results obtained after using the tweet cleanup method to filter
out less valuable tweets. The last column, AUC loss, shows the difference between the AUC
obtained when repeating tweets are removed from the original database and that obtained
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when tweets with less than five valuable words are removed. We decided to use five words
as the minimum number of words a tweet must have after cleaning to be considered valuable.
Increasing this parameter reduces the number of tweets to keep in a database, but it also
greatly reduces the AUC that machine learning classifiers can obtain. We consider that two
of the four databases are related to the hate-speech classification on Twitter, so we decided to
use five words as a filtering parameter for our EXD and PXD xenophobia databases. Finally,
3.6 shows a comparison between the number of Tweets per class in PXD and EXD before and
after applying the filtering method describe above.

Table 3.5: Comparison between the number of tweets and AUC before and after filtering the
database. NOP stands for Number of posts.

Author Problem Original:
NOP

Not repeated:
NOP

Filtered:
NOP

Original:
AUC

Not repeated:
AUC

Filtered:
AUC

NOP
reduced

(%)
reduced

AUC
loss

Agarwal [124] Hate Speech 31,962 29,530 23,952 0.7485 0.7076 0.6871 8,010 25.06 0.0205

Davidson [36]
Hate Speech
and offensive
language

24,783 24,783 18,015 0.8013 0.8011 0.8009 6,768 27.31 0.0002

Crowd Flower [32]
Gender
classification 20,050 18,444 14,743 0.6323 0.6157 0.5951 5,307 26.47 0.0206

Data Turks [35] Cyber-Trolls 20,001 14,125 9,346 0.8961 0.5745 0.5441 10,655 53.27 0.0304

Table 3.6: Comparison between PXD and EXD databases before and after cleaning. The class
imbalance ratio (IR) is defined as the division between the number of instances of the majority
class divided by the number of instances of the minority class [95]. The higher the IR number
means the database is more imbalanced.

Before filtering method After filtering method
database No xenophobia Xenophobia Total IR No xenophobia Xenophobia Total IR

PXD 3,971 2,114 6,085 1.88 3,826 1,988 5,814 1.92
EXD - - 14,534 - 8,054 2,003 10,057 4.02
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3.3 A new feature representation for xenophobia detection

In this section, we will explain in detail the creation of our interpretable feature representation
proposal to detect xenophobia on Twitter. According to Yuxin et al. [160], it is essential
to have an adequate feature representation so that machine learning models can obtain good
classification results. The standard feature representations are often based on the frequency
of appearance of the words contained in a database [59]. The problem with this class of
feature representations based on numerical representations of the frequency of words is that
they are not easy for humans to understand [97]. In this way, the objective of our feature
representation proposal is to allow both good classification results and to create models that
experts can interpret in the field of application’s problem.

As a result, we chose three main foundations for our new representation of character-
istics: sentiment analysis, syntactic analysis, and semantic analysis (the extraction of terms
associated to the xenophobia class) [3]. Our feature representation transforms input text into a
fixed-size vector encapsulating feelings, emotions, and keywords in this manner. At this time,
sentiment analysis has been shown to be a useful approach for developing interpretable text
categorization models [150]. Additionally, the use of semantic and syntactic analysis in con-
junction with sentiment analysis improves the classification results of classification models in
contrast to models that only use sentiment analysis [3, 90].

Creating our new feature representation consisted of two steps. The first step was the
extraction of characteristics based on sentiment analysis, syntactic analysis, and semantic
analysis. For this, we used three Natural Language Processing (NLP) APIs to perform sen-
timent analysis; these APIs were: Parallel Dots [113], Meaning Cloud [103], and IBM NLU
[70]. Additionally, the Python library spaCy [67] was used to carry out the syntactic and
semantic analysis. The second step consisted of selecting features to preserve only the most
relevant features of our feature representation. We use correlation attribute evaluation, which
evaluates the value of an attribute by measuring the Pearson’s correlation [81] between it and
the classes, and the search method selected was Ranker, which ranks attributes by their evalua-
tions. We decided to use Pearson’s correlation over Spearman’s correlation because Pearson’s
correlation is more appropriate for measurements taken on an interval scale [64] since most
of our features range from 0 to 1 or are binary or integer. While Spearman’s correlation is
more suitable for measurements taken from ordinal scales [64], we only have a single feature
with this type of scale: Score tag. Also, we decided to not use Kendall’s correlation due to its
complexity O(log(n)), which is higher compared to Pearson’s correlation that is O(n) [82].
We use the implementation presented in the feature selection tool in the WEKA software [45].

Table 3.7 shows the characteristics extracted in the sentiment analysis by the Parallel
Dots, Meaning Cloud, and IBM NLU APIs. We utilized the spaCy python library to do the
syntactic analysis in the second stage. We use the en core web lg pipeline, which is intended
primarily for blogs, news, and comments. This pipeline was pre-trained on the OntoNotes
Release 5.0 data [153], allowing us to extract several linguistic features utilizing the pipeline’s
Part-of-Speech classification. You may get additional information about Universal POS tags
in the next document: https://universaldependencies.org/docs/u/pos/.
The linguistic features extracted from spaCy are shown in Table 3.8.

The last step for feature extraction in our new interpretable feature representation was
to perform semantic analysis. To carry out the semantic analysis, we used spaCy to extract
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Table 3.7: Features extracted by sentiment analysis.

(a) Parallel Dots extracted features.

Source Field Feature Type Range / Values Description

Paralleldots

sentiment
Negative

Float (0.0, 1.0)
Find the overall sentiment of a block of text along
with the confidence score. If the values of the
features are summed the result will be 1.

Neutral
Positive

Emotion

Bored

Float (0.0, 1.0) Find the emotion in a block of text. If the values
of the features are summed the result will be 1.

Angry
Sad
Fear
Happy
Excited

Sarcasm
Sarcastic

Float (0.0, 1.0)
Find the probability of a text of being sarcastic or
not. If the values of the features are summed the
result will be 1.No-sarcastic

Intent

News

Float (0.0, 1.0) Find the intent of the user input. If the values of
the features are summed the result will be 1.

Query
Spam
Marketing
Feedback

Feedback
Complaint

Float (0.0, 1.0) Find the feedback of the user input. If the values
of the features are summed the result will be 1.Suggestion

Appreciation

Abuse
Abusive

Float (0.0, 1.0)
Filter abusive content from a text corpus. If
the values of the features are summed the reult
will be 1.

Hate-speech
Neither

(b) Meaning Cloud extracted features.

Source Field Feature Type Range / Values Description

Meaning Cloud

sentiment Score tag Nominal
[P+, P, NEU, NEU,
N, N+, NONE] Polarity of the element

Intent
Agreement

Bool

[Agreement,
Disagreement]

Marks the agreement between the sentiments detected
in the text, the sentence or the segment it refers to

Subjectivity
[Objective,
Subjective] Represents if a given text has or not subjectivity.

Irony
[Ironic,
Non ironic] Represents if a given text has or not irony.

Confidence Confidence INT (0, 100) The confidence associated while analysing the text.

(c) IBM NLU extracted features.

Source Field Feature Type Range / Values Description

IBM NLU Emotion

Sadness

Float (0.0, 1.0) Detects emotions that is conveyed in the content. If
the values of the features are summed they will result 1.

Joy
Fear
Disgust
Anger
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Table 3.8: Features extracted by linguistic analysis.

Source Field Feature Type Range / Values Description

spaCy Linguistic

Nouns

INT

(0, 37) The amount of nouns.
Pronouns (0, 27) The amount of proper nouns.
Adjectives (0, 23) The amount of adjectives.
Verbs (0, 15) The amount of verbs.
AUXS (0, 11) The amount of auxiliary verbs.
Prepositions (0, 11) The amount of prepositions.
Symbols (0, 5) The amount of symbols.
Nums (0, 16) The amount of numbers.
Stop words (0, 59) The amount of stop words..

Alphas (0, 53)
The amount of words presented in the text that
are not stop words.

Sentences (1, 17) The amount of sentences.
Entities (0, 17) The amount of entities.
Emojies (0, 39) The amount of emojies..
Hashtag (0, 19) The amount of of hashtags.
Size (5, 112) The amount of all words presented in the Text.
URL Bool [Present, Not present] If the Tweet has an URL or not.

the most representative words of the xenophobia class present in our xenophobia database.
As we stated in chapter 3.1, we mentioned that our xenophobia database was created using
both xenophobia-related terms and neutral terms. However, it should be clarified that a tweet
containing a word related to xenophobia was not necessarily classified as xenophobic. So,
this last step consisted of finding the words with the highest frequency of appearance in the
xenophobia class that did not belong to the non-xenophobia class or was most used in the first
class. Below we describe the process of extraction of keywords related to xenophobia.

• Clean the tweet: The first step was to use the tweet cleaning method described in
chapter 2.1.8. This cleanup method is beneficial for finding keywords as it removes
stop words and normalizes words to their base form using lemmatization [86].

• Get the frequency of the words: After cleaning the database, the next step was to cre-
ate a dictionary for the xenophobia class and another dictionary for the non-xenophobia
class. Each dictionary had the form {word:frequency} where the frequency of its ap-
pearance was stored for each different word.

• Extract the xenophobic keywords: this step consisted of extracting the most repre-
sentative words of the xenophobia class. First, we sort the dictionaries created in the
previous step in descending order. After we obtained the relative frequency of each
word, this relative frequency was obtained by dividing the absolute frequency of a word
(the number of times the word was used) by the total number of words presented in the
xenophobia class. Then we decided not to use the words with a relative frequency of
less than 0.4% because it was the smallest percentage ensuring the word had been used
at least 100 times. This percentage of relative frequency corresponds to keeping only
the first 20 words in both dictionaries. Finally, if a word only existed in the set of the
20 most frequent words of the xenophobia class or if it existed in both lists but had a
higher frequency of appearance in the xenophobia list, then the word was saved. This
process was repeated once more but using bigrams, sequences of two words.
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It is important to remember that our EXD xenophobia database has an imbalance ratio
(IR) of 4.02, which means that for every Tweet that has been labeled as xenophobic, there are
four labeled as non-xenophobic. If there is a word with the same absolute frequency (number
of times a word appears in a particular class) in both xenophobia and non-xenophobia classes,
then we can say that this word is more used in the xenophobia class. Table 3.9 shows the
xenophobia-related keywords that were extracted using the method described above. Our
interpretable feature representation proposal had 58 features. The next step was to use feature
selection to preserve the most relevant features.

Table 3.9: Extracted features by semantic analysis.

Source Field Feature Type Range / Values Description

spaCy Semantic

Country

Bool [Present, Not present] Returns present or not present if the text has or
not a given word.

Illegal
Foreigners
Alien
Criminal
Illegal Alien
Violent Foreigners
Criminal Foreigners
Criminal Migrant
Back Country

It is essential to highlight the value of this subset of words that define the xenophobia
class. Let us remember that the database was created using keywords that had already been
used by Pitropakis et al. [116] and new terms proposed by our experts. Among the words
used to create the database presented by Pitropakis, we use immigration, migrant, deport them
all. The terms submitted by our experts are illegal aliens, back country, and violence. The
experts used these words without spatial priority. Despite the aforementioned proposed words
being used, we can see that not all of these words correspond with the keywords extracted
automatically by the algorithm.

Then, we can interpret that the words used to create the database are related to xenopho-
bia but do not necessarily imply xenophobic messages. However, our subset of keywords is
characterized by having a much higher frequency of appearance in the xenophobia class than
in the non-xenophobia class, reaching more than four times the appearance of these keywords
in the xenophobia class.

Additionally, we can mention that the terms “Illegal Alien” and “Backcountry” proposed
by our experts, despite being bigrams, are also found in the list of extracted keywords. With
this choice of words, we can say that our experts added a lot of value to the construction of the
database. In the same way, the bigrams automatically extracted by the “Criminal Foreigners,
Criminal Migrant and Violent Foreigners” algorithm are of high quality since they help enrich
the interpretability of the feature representation. And also improve the classification results of
the machine learning classifiers compared to not using the keywords.

Table 3.10 shows the ranking of each feature as well as its Pearson’s correlation value.
Then, according to the ranking obtained in Table 3.10, we eliminate each feature according to
the smallest Pearson’s correlation value since this indicates a low correlation with the output
class. Removing the attribute with the smallest Pearson’s correlation value was repeated until
the difference in the output’s metrics used to evaluate the classifiers was greater than 0.001
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concerning using all the features. This difference in the classification results of the model
corresponds with removing the features that have less than 0.05 Pearson’s correlation. So
we remove the features from rank number 39 and above. Then, a total of 20 features were
removed, and a total of 38 were kept for the final version of our interpretable feature repre-
sentation proposal. Finally, Table 3.11 shows a summary of the number of features presents
in each category.

Table 3.10: Ranking of the most related features to the xenophobia’s class using correlation
attribute evaluator in Weka.

Rank Feature Correlation’s
value Rank Feature Correlation’s

value Rank Feature Correlation’s
value

1 Illegal 0.35732 21 Negative 0.13663 41 symbols 0.04451
2 Foreigners 0.33443 22 Spam 0.13323 42 Emojies 0.03467
3 Alien 0.30588 23 Adjectives 0.11359 43 Sentences 0.03317
4 Angry 0.29541 24 Marketing 0.1131 44 Size 0.03186
5 Hate-speech 0.29448 25 Excited 0.11099 45 Neutral 0.03066
6 Country 0.27981 26 Hashtags 0.11028 46 Irony 0.0306
7 Illegal Alien 0.25703 27 Bored 0.07829 47 Fear 1 0.02982
8 Criminal 0.25393 28 Score tag 0.07713 48 Verbs 0.02972
9 Violent Foreigners 0.24083 29 Feedback 0.07611 49 Stop words 0.02941
10 Criminal Foreigners 0.21755 30 Appreciation 0.07582 50 Suggestion 0.02593
11 Joy 0.20835 31 Abusive 0.07303 51 Prepositions 0.02488
12 Neither 0.19703 32 Agreement 0.06688 52 Nouns 0.02358
13 Criminal Migrant 0.1884 33 Pronouns 0.06578 53 Quey 0.02327
14 News 0.18803 34 Auxs 0.05963 54 Sarcastic 0.02117
15 Back Country 0.18635 35 Nums 0.05752 55 Non sarcastic 0.02117
16 Disgust 0.17871 36 Alphas 0.05427 56 Fear 2 0.0198
17 Anger 0.16554 37 Sad 0.05396 57 Entities 0.01469
18 Positive 0.15125 38 Complaint 0.05269 58 Subjectivity 0.00661
19 URL 0.14229 39 Sadness 0.04977
20 Happy 0.13793 40 Confidence 0.04733

Table 3.11: Distribution of the features presented in the INTER feature representation. The
overall column shows the total number of features.

Number of features grouped by different key labels.
Sentiment Emotion Intent Abusive content Xenophobia Keywrods Syntactic Features Overall

4 8 6 3 10 7 38

3.4 Partitioning the xenophobia databases

The cross-validation technique was initially used to evaluate the prediction performance pro-
vided by the linear regression equations [15]. First, it was observed that very optimistic results
were obtained when the same information was used to train the model and validate it. In order
to obtain a value closer to reality, the cross-validation method was developed. One of the most
prominent validation procedure used in Machine Learning is k-fold cross-validation. In this
method, the database is divided in k folds with approximately the same size and cosidering the
same ratio of objects by class. Then, (k-1) folds are used to train the model, and the remaining
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fold is used for evaluating the model’s performance [65]. This process is repeated k times un-
til each fold is used for evaluating the model’s performance. In this way, each fold is used for
training and for testing, making it more robust for validating the model’s performance [65].

In this work, we used the Distribution Optimally Balanced Stratified Cross-Validation
(DOB-SCV) method [162], which is specially designed to work with class imbalance prob-
lems. According to Zeng and Martinez [162], when splitting a sample into folds, the key
advantage of DOB-SCV is that it maintains a better distribution balance in the feature space.
This trait allows the cross-validation training set to capture the distribution features in the ac-
tual data set more effectively. The DOB-SCV method is implemented in Keel’s software [5].
As was recommended by Moreno-Torres et al. [109] for class imbalance problems, we use
the DOB-SCV partition method to create five partitions for each database and each feature
representation mentioned in section 2.1.4.

3.5 Getting the results of the classifiers.
After obtaining the partitions for each characteristic representation using DOB-SCV, the next
step was to train the classifiers proposed in section 2.1.5. The classifiers kNN, Rusboost, Un-
derBagging, and C4.5 are implemented in the class imbalance section of the KEEL software
[5] while the implementation of PBC4cip used in this work is available as a package for the
Weka Data- Mining software tool [45]. Although there are also other classifiers to deal with
class imbalance problems in the KEEL software, their implementations are not optimized to
work with databases of thousands of entries and hundreds of attributes, which means that
the program cannot obtain predictions from the model, and with this, the results of the pro-
posed metrics cannot be obtained. Additionally, the proposed classifiers have proven to obtain
prominent results compared to other class imbalance classifiers [123, 137, 23, 110, 49]. Also,
it is important to mention that keel’s C4.5 implementation is a variant proposed by Ting [146]
that is cost-sensitive, allowing to work with class imbalance problems.

As we mentioned in Section 2.1.7, AUC and F1 score are the most prominent metrics
to deal with class imbalance problems [61, 74]. We use the scikit-learn [114] python library
implementation of those metrics. The results of the evaluations were divided by each metric,
by each machine learning classifier, and by each feature representation. The results were
saved in a CSV file format containing the result of the metric for each partition.

3.6 Contrast pattern-based classification
At present, several classification models can be considered as interpretable [50], each of these
models uses different techniques that give it the ability to be interpretable. Among all inter-
pretable classification models, the family of models based on contrast patterns is considered
one of the most prominent [126]. Models based on contrast patterns have proven to obtain ex-
cellent results for class imbalance problems and have great power of interpretability [95, 126],
which allows experts to understand why the model has classified an input in a certain way.

According to Dong and Bailey [39], a condition in the data tuples that can be evaluated
as false or true is considered a pattern. For the condition to be considered as a pattern, it must
be much simpler and with less data than the source of information. Typically, a pattern is
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represented as a conjunction of related statements that have the form: [fi # vj], where vj takes
a value within the feature space given by fi. Additionally, # is a relate operator belonging to
the set { =, 6=, , >, 2, /2 } [39, 95, 92]. For example, [Hate-speech > 0.20] ^ [Criminal
Foreigners = “Present”] corresponds to a pattern describing xenophobic messages.

However, a contrast pattern is a pattern p in which its support for Cj is significantly
higher than other supports of p for every class other than Cj [39]. These types of patterns are
used to describe the differences or similarities of a provided database. The construction of a
classifier based on contrast patterns is given by three steps: mining, filtering, and classification
[92, 96].

• Mining: has the objective of searching for a set of possible patterns using an exploratory
examination in a search space determined by a set of inductive constraints given by the
user.

• Filtering: in this process, the highest quality patterns extracted in the mining process
are preserved. Pattern filtering allows to obtain results equal to or even better than using
all mined standards.

• Classification: it is responsible for finding the best methodology to combine the data
provided by a subset of patterns and thereby build an accurate model.

We decided to use the Random Forest Miner (RFMiner) [14] as our contrast pattern
extraction method for the mining process. According to the experimental results obtained by
Garcı́a-Borroto et al. [53], RFMiner is a great miner capable of creating a great diversity of
trees and thus obtaining more high-quality patterns than other well-known pattern miners. The
pattern filtering process is divided into two categories [92]. On the one hand, filtering based
on set theory aims to reduce redundant items in the patterns and eliminate repeated patterns.
On the other hand, there is filtering based on a quality measurement; based on this quality
measurement, the patterns that maximize said measurement is obtained. We use support [95]
as our measure of pattern quality.

Finally, we used PBC4cip [95] as our classifier for the classification step based on con-
trast patterns. PBC4cip’s main feature is based not only on contrast patterns but also on
dealing with class imbalance problems, which made it ideal for our xenophobia databases.
By default, PBC4cip uses 150 trees to obtain the patterns and with them classifier. However,
we decided to do experimental tests to reduce this number of trees and thus obtain a simpler
model with good classification results. Our experiment repeatedly evaluated PBC4cip using
the AUC score metric with a lower number of trees in each iteration. A stop criterion was ex-
ecuted when the AUC score obtained in our experiments was more than 1% comparing with
the results that PBC4cip reached with the default number of trees. Finally, our experimental
results showed that the minimum number of trees that obtained good classification results was
15.

3.7 The box-and-whisker plot
The box-and-whisker plot, known colloquially as “boxplot,” is a graph widely used in de-
scriptive data analysis [87]. Box plots are widely used to compare the distribution between
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multiple sets, where each box in the box plot represents the distribution of a set. The box plots
are made up of the five-number summary of a set.

• The minimum score: In the graph it is represented as the line below the box and
corresponds to the smallest value found in the group (without counting outliers).

• Lower quartile: In the graph it is represented as the lower line of the box. The lower
quartile is also known as Q1 or first quartile and represents the cutoff point where a
quarter of the results are less than this value.

• Median: In the graph it is represented as the line in the middle of the box. The median
is also known as Q2 or second quartile and marks the separation of the data right in the
middle. 50% of the data are below the median and 50% are above.

• Upper quartile: In the graph it is represented as the upper line of the box. The upper
quartile is also called the third quartile or Q3 and is a line where 75

• Maximum score: In the graph is represented as the line above the box. The maximum
score corresponds to the highest value found in the group (without counting outliers).

3.8 Remarks
Our feature representation has been explicitly designed to be interpretable. The interpretabil-
ity of our feature representation is based on providing a set of emotions, feelings, intentions
and keywords related to xenophobia.. Other feature representations are based on a numeric
vector transformation, such as BOW, TF-IDF, and W2V [63]. According to Luo et al. [97]
the feature representations generated from numerical transformations are not transparent since
they lose the legibility of the original text, in turn these numerical transformations are consid-
ered black box since they are not human-readable.

However, despite the fact that the numerical transformations used by some feature rep-
resentations such as BOW or TF-IDF are not interpretable by themselves, there are currently
classification methods based on neural networks that can obtain interpretable results [8]. How-
ever, this interpretability is very precarious, since they base their interpretability on highlight-
ing the words that most help to determine the class of the text [8]. This interpretability method
attributes a class to the presence or absence of words in a certain order, but does not provide
more information about the text. Our approach seeks to get more interpretable information of
a text by getting other informative features, such as feelings, emotions, and intentions. Our
feature representation allows us to obtain more enriching interpretable results by providing
more context for the explanation of the classification. This explanation of the xenophobia or
non-xenophobia of a text goes beyond the simple absence or presence of keywords.

The use of more than one xenophobic database allows us to get more experiments related
to the xenophobia classification problem. Using the same cleaning method and experimental
for both databases PXD and EXD allows us to compare the quality of EXD compared to
PXD. Finally, Table 3.12 summarizes which classifiers jointly with feature representations
are interpretable, as well as which classifiers are based on contrast patterns. From table 3.12a
and the C4.5’s definition stated by Ting [145], Garcı́a et al. [51], and Dong and Bailey [39]
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we can comment that the tree-based classifiers are interpretable. Nevertheless, PBC4cip is the
only classifier contrast pattern-based.

Table 3.12: Summary of the characteristics of the classifiers and the interpretability of the
feature representations.

(a) Characteristics of the classifiers.

Classifier Is interpretable? Is it contrast pattern-based?

C45 3 7

KNN 7 7

SVM 7 7

RUS 3 7

UND 3 7

PBC4cip 3 3

(b) Interpretability of the feature rep-
resentations.

Feature representation Is interpretable?

BOW 7

BBOW 7

TFIDF 7

W2V 7

INTER 3





Chapter 4

Results and discussion

This chapter is divided into two sections; Section 4.1 shows a summary and analysis of the
ranking results for the AUC and F1metrics. Finally, Section 4.2 explains the extracted contrast
patterns that describe the xenophobic and non-xenophobic classes.

4.1 Classification results

Using the methodology proposed in the previous chapter, we obtained the results of the dif-
ferent feature representations jointly with the selected machine learning classifiers on the
EXD and PXD databases. Figure 4.1 shows the classification results for the EXD and PXD
databases concerning the AUC and F1 score metrics. In our case, each box represents the
results obtained from combining a classifier and a feature representation. Figure 4.1 shows
the AUC results on the left side and the F1 score results on the right side; these results are
extracted from Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1 arranges the combination’s results of the feature representations jointly with
a classifier in ascending order according to their median. On the one hand, when we use EXD
as a database to train the models, we obtain the results of Figure 4.1a, with the result that the
BBOW + SVM combination obtained the best median result for both AUC and F1 scores. On
the other hand, Figure 4.1b shows the results of the models trained using PXD as a database;
in these circumstances, the best combination was TFIDF + PBC4cip in terms of median for
AUC and BOW + SVM for F1 score.

In both databases, we can highlight that the best combinations that maximize the me-
dian for both AUC and F1 score of a feature representation jointly with a classifier do not
produce interpretable models. As we stated before, for a model to be interpretable, both the
classifier and the feature representation must be interpretable, (see Table 3.12). The possible
interpretable combinations that we can get from the combination of selected classifiers and
feature representations are the following (C45 + INTER, RUS + INTER, UND + INTER,
PBC4cip + INTER).

Considering all the previously mentioned interpretable combinations, Figure 4.1 allows
us to observe how the INTER + PBC4cip combination produces the best interpretable results
in both AUC and F1 scores for both PXD and EXD databases. Table 4.1 shows the results of
the feature representations jointly with the classifiers in each partition according to their result

45
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(a) Results for the Experts Xenophobia Database.

(b) Results for the Pitropakis Xenphobia Database.

Figure 4.1: Box-and-whisker plots for the AUC and F1 score metrics. The boxes are sorted in
ascending order according to their median.
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in AUC and F1 score metrics. Table 4.1a-4.1b highlights the combination INTER + PBC4cip
since it is the interpretable combination that obtains the best results. This way, it is easier
to observe the differences. Additionally, it is essential to compare the average (AVG) and
the standard deviation (STD); These values allow us to observe which feature representation
jointly with a classifier obtained better and more robust results.

From Table 4.1, we can obtain the following observations:

• In terms of STDW2V+PBC4cip and BOW+PBC4cip are the best combinations in AUC
and F1 score for EXD. While TFIDF+PBC4cip and BOW +RUS are better combina-
tions in PXD.

• In terms of average, INTER+PBC4cip and BBOW+SVM are the best in both metrics
regarding EXD. While TFIDF+PBC4cip, BBOW+SVM are better in PXD.

• The most robust combination presented in EXD consider both AVG and STD is for
BBOW+SVM, while for PXD, is TFIDF+PBC4cip. The key difference between these
combination is, on the one hand, that BBOW+SVM in EDX achieves 0.035 more than
TFIDF+PBC4cip in both AUC and F1 score metrics. On the other hand, TFIDF+PBC4cip
in PDX has approximately 0.005 higher STD than BBOW+SVM in EXD.

Table 4.2 summarizes the results obtained for the interpretable combinations in the PXD
and EXD databases. We can obtain the following observations when comparing AVG and
STD in the AUC and F1 score metrics.

• In both databases the INTER+PBC4cip combination is the the best interpretable com-
bination. The second best combination is INTER+C45. The difference between these
combinations is that INTER+PBC4cip is 0.050 or greater in both AUC and F1 scores
than INTER+C45 in EXD. This difference is greater in PXD.

• First, in general the combinations trained in EXD presents results with more AVG than
in PXD. Second, the AVG results for the F1 score are higher in EXD only for the
PBC4cip and C45 classifiers.

• Considering only the best interpretable combinations,INTER+PBC4cip and INTER+C45,
when using EXD the STD is less than the one obtained while using PXD for both AUC
and F1 score metrics.

• Considering PXD, the best combination in terms of STD is INTER+UND in contrast
the worst combination is INTER+PBC4cip.

The observations mentioned above allow us to conclude that the combination INTER
+ PBC4cip is the one that obtains the best classification results regarding AUC and F1 score
metrics among the set of interpretable combinations. Additionally, the INTER + PBC4cip
combination obtained better average and standard deviation results when trained in EXD than
in PXD.

As mentioned above, Table 4.1 shows the results of each feature representation jointly
with a classifier for each partition’s AUC and F1 score metrics. However, these results are
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Table 4.1: Results of the AUC and F1 score metrics. Each row represents the combination of
an embedding method jointly with a classifier. In average the best interpretable combination
is INTER+PBC4cip.

(a) Classification results for the Experts Xenophobia Database.

Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3 Partition 4 Partition 5 AVG STDCOMBINATION AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

BOW+C45 0.848 0.754 0.816 0.739 0.816 0.748 0.782 0.704 0.815 0.753 0.815 0.740 0.021 0.019
BOW+KNN 0.691 0.513 0.702 0.536 0.710 0.546 0.696 0.532 0.726 0.578 0.705 0.541 0.012 0.021
BOW+PBC4CIP 0.802 0.568 0.800 0.565 0.798 0.561 0.804 0.573 0.805 0.569 0.802 0.567 0.003 0.004
BOW+RUS 0.647 0.439 0.620 0.391 0.628 0.406 0.618 0.386 0.624 0.398 0.628 0.404 0.010 0.019
BOW+SVM 0.857 0.778 0.828 0.753 0.827 0.754 0.821 0.756 0.842 0.789 0.835 0.766 0.013 0.015

BOW+UND 0.645 0.436 0.619 0.388 0.627 0.404 0.620 0.389 0.625 0.399 0.627 0.403 0.009 0.017
BBOW+C45 0.857 0.772 0.822 0.756 0.791 0.715 0.837 0.769 0.785 0.703 0.818 0.743 0.027 0.028
BBOW+KNN 0.724 0.584 0.735 0.605 0.698 0.549 0.716 0.579 0.729 0.596 0.720 0.583 0.013 0.019
BBOW+PBC4CIP 0.768 0.524 0.766 0.522 0.781 0.541 0.781 0.537 0.764 0.520 0.772 0.529 0.008 0.009
BBOW+RUS 0.650 0.447 0.632 0.413 0.620 0.390 0.620 0.389 0.625 0.399 0.629 0.408 0.011 0.021
BBOW+SVM 0.856 0.783 0.843 0.781 0.827 0.767 0.832 0.770 0.840 0.773 0.840 0.775 0.010 0.006
BBOW+UND 0.643 0.433 0.620 0.389 0.620 0.391 0.614 0.377 0.618 0.385 0.623 0.395 0.010 0.020

INTER+C45 0.883 0.827 0.875 0.815 0.766 0.653 0.763 0.642 0.766 0.654 0.811 0.718 0.056 0.084
INTER+KNN 0.737 0.573 0.742 0.581 0.727 0.567 0.740 0.592 0.709 0.546 0.731 0.572 0.012 0.015
INTER+PBC4CIP 0.964 0.917 0.969 0.942 0.781 0.656 0.792 0.665 0.809 0.661 0.863 0.768 0.085 0.132
INTER+RUS 0.770 0.528 0.761 0.504 0.779 0.600 0.794 0.615 0.801 0.590 0.781 0.568 0.015 0.043
INTER+SVM 0.833 0.758 0.827 0.755 0.770 0.677 0.769 0.684 0.754 0.652 0.790 0.705 0.033 0.043
INTER+UND 0.752 0.494 0.715 0.436 0.819 0.614 0.776 0.557 0.809 0.549 0.774 0.530 0.038 0.061

TFIDF+C45 0.838 0.773 0.829 0.758 0.831 0.769 0.820 0.746 0.815 0.741 0.827 0.757 0.008 0.013
TFIDF+KNN 0.651 0.452 0.703 0.548 0.710 0.550 0.683 0.510 0.701 0.537 0.690 0.519 0.021 0.037
TFIDF+PBC4CIP 0.805 0.579 0.818 0.592 0.819 0.595 0.809 0.581 0.800 0.568 0.810 0.583 0.007 0.010
TFIDF+RUS 0.636 0.418 0.621 0.393 0.613 0.378 0.627 0.403 0.621 0.391 0.624 0.397 0.008 0.014
TFIDF+SVM 0.821 0.754 0.828 0.767 0.835 0.778 0.819 0.758 0.833 0.771 0.827 0.766 0.006 0.009
TFIDF+UND 0.643 0.430 0.625 0.399 0.613 0.376 0.632 0.412 0.618 0.387 0.626 0.401 0.010 0.019

W2V+C45 0.690 0.506 0.706 0.526 0.708 0.538 0.703 0.523 0.694 0.504 0.700 0.519 0.007 0.013
W2V+KNN 0.756 0.584 0.784 0.620 0.776 0.615 0.732 0.554 0.775 0.605 0.764 0.596 0.018 0.024
W2V+PBC4CIP 0.820 0.636 0.823 0.644 0.827 0.646 0.823 0.633 0.812 0.624 0.821 0.637 0.005 0.008
W2V+RUS 0.687 0.464 0.653 0.427 0.630 0.403 0.666 0.438 0.684 0.463 0.664 0.439 0.021 0.023
W2V+SVM 0.797 0.698 0.822 0.731 0.806 0.708 0.813 0.723 0.810 0.722 0.810 0.717 0.008 0.012
W2V+UND 0.671 0.436 0.580 0.370 0.605 0.385 0.637 0.408 0.696 0.462 0.638 0.412 0.042 0.033

(b) Classification results for the Pitropakis Xenphobia Database.

Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3 Partition 4 Partition 5 AVG STDCOMBINATION AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

BOW+C45 0.736 0.650 0.765 0.692 0.792 0.728 0.786 0.720 0.767 0.694 0.769 0.697 0.020 0.027
BOW+KNN 0.660 0.558 0.679 0.582 0.674 0.571 0.670 0.568 0.657 0.549 0.668 0.566 0.008 0.011
BOW+PBC4CIP 0.780 0.706 0.811 0.745 0.805 0.737 0.804 0.735 0.806 0.736 0.801 0.732 0.011 0.013
BOW+RUS 0.506 0.119 0.513 0.107 0.500 0.106 0.513 0.122 0.509 0.109 0.508 0.113 0.005 0.007
BOW+SVM 0.792 0.727 0.809 0.751 0.811 0.751 0.808 0.751 0.789 0.724 0.802 0.741 0.009 0.012
BOW+UND 0.506 0.119 0.508 0.082 0.500 0.106 0.510 0.110 0.511 0.118 0.507 0.107 0.004 0.013

BBOW+C45 0.741 0.657 0.778 0.710 0.772 0.701 0.772 0.702 0.779 0.711 0.768 0.696 0.014 0.020
BBOW+KNN 0.696 0.584 0.744 0.662 0.716 0.617 0.697 0.587 0.720 0.623 0.715 0.615 0.018 0.028
BBOW+PBC4CIP 0.769 0.693 0.789 0.717 0.800 0.729 0.799 0.728 0.800 0.730 0.792 0.720 0.012 0.014
BBOW+RUS 0.507 0.126 0.506 0.082 0.509 0.106 0.511 0.142 0.508 0.120 0.508 0.115 0.002 0.020
BBOW+SVM 0.785 0.718 0.811 0.753 0.809 0.751 0.808 0.749 0.806 0.747 0.804 0.743 0.010 0.013
BBOW+UND 0.510 0.117 0.505 0.077 0.509 0.105 0.514 0.153 0.508 0.098 0.509 0.110 0.003 0.025

INTER+C45 0.851 0.809 0.853 0.810 0.648 0.531 0.652 0.537 0.618 0.490 0.725 0.635 0.105 0.143
INTER+KNN 0.633 0.520 0.622 0.504 0.611 0.484 0.605 0.477 0.605 0.483 0.615 0.494 0.011 0.016
INTER+PBC4CIP 0.967 0.951 0.955 0.939 0.700 0.612 0.659 0.576 0.688 0.593 0.794 0.734 0.137 0.172
INTER+RUS 0.700 0.656 0.623 0.552 0.644 0.566 0.658 0.590 0.662 0.590 0.657 0.591 0.025 0.036
INTER+SVM 0.744 0.660 0.730 0.638 0.678 0.550 0.682 0.557 0.660 0.523 0.699 0.586 0.032 0.053
INTER+UND 0.627 0.593 0.635 0.586 0.647 0.571 0.691 0.624 0.682 0.615 0.656 0.598 0.026 0.019

TFIDF+C45 0.741 0.658 0.763 0.689 0.773 0.704 0.784 0.718 0.749 0.669 0.762 0.687 0.015 0.022
TFIDF+KNN 0.598 0.410 0.633 0.493 0.640 0.505 0.623 0.474 0.645 0.510 0.628 0.478 0.017 0.037
TFIDF+PBC4CIP 0.789 0.719 0.812 0.751 0.808 0.742 0.799 0.730 0.812 0.747 0.804 0.742 0.009 0.011
TFIDF+RUS 0.513 0.146 0.505 0.115 0.513 0.149 0.513 0.143 0.501 0.109 0.509 0.132 0.005 0.017
TFIDF+SVM 0.783 0.716 0.819 0.765 0.807 0.750 0.794 0.733 0.797 0.737 0.800 0.740 0.012 0.017
TFIDF+UND 0.517 0.170 0.512 0.132 0.511 0.151 0.513 0.136 0.505 0.097 0.512 0.137 0.004 0.024

W2V+C45 0.642 0.531 0.629 0.507 0.663 0.561 0.658 0.553 0.653 0.541 0.649 0.539 0.012 0.019
W2V+KNN 0.713 0.625 0.741 0.659 0.710 0.620 0.704 0.613 0.708 0.617 0.715 0.627 0.013 0.017
W2V+PBC4CIP 0.750 0.671 0.777 0.705 0.780 0.710 0.766 0.691 0.782 0.710 0.771 0.698 0.012 0.015
W2V+RUS 0.619 0.460 0.641 0.519 0.684 0.582 0.674 0.579 0.665 0.554 0.657 0.539 0.023 0.046
W2V+SVM 0.735 0.648 0.788 0.725 0.792 0.730 0.791 0.726 0.793 0.733 0.780 0.712 0.022 0.032
W2V+UND 0.679 0.573 0.677 0.574 0.708 0.624 0.662 0.561 0.712 0.621 0.688 0.591 0.019 0.026
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the interpretable combinations in EXD and PXD.

Experts Xenophobia Database Pitropakis Xenophobia Database

COMBINATION AVG STD COMBINATION AVG STD
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

INTER+PBC4cip 0.863 0.768 0.085 0.132 INTER+PBC4cip 0.794 0.734 0.137 0.172
INTER+C45 0.811 0.718 0.056 0.084 INTER+C45 0.725 0.635 0.105 0.143
INTER+RUS 0.781 0.568 0.015 0.043 INTER+RUS 0.657 0.591 0.025 0.036
INTER+UND 0.774 0.530 0.038 0.061 INTER+UND 0.656 0.598 0.026 0.019

not explicitly arranged; they are grouped according to the feature representation used. We
decided to arrange the combinations of the partitions in descending order according to the
result obtained.

Table 4.3 shows a ranking of the best combination of a feature representation jointly with
a classifier for each partition and metric. Also, Table 4.3 shows very relevant information for
our analysis of results since it allows us to see what place each combination occupies in each
partition. Table 4.3a shows the results obtained after using EXD as a database; we can obtain
the following observations with this table.

• Considering five partitions, the INTER+PBC4cip combination achieve the best result in
all metrics in the first two partitions.

• Regarding F1 score, INTER+PBC4cip always placed in the top ten position. While
considering AUC, there were two times in which it was in top 13 and 11 respectively
and the remaining occasions was top 9.

• Comparing the best partiting of our interpretable combination INTER+PBC4cip against
the best combination BBOW+SVM, we can see that the best results of INTER+PBC4cip
are 0.11 AUC points and 0.16 F1 score points superior.

• PBC4cip classifier is always within the top 17 of 30 regardless the feature representa-
tion, partition or metric. Additionally, PBC4cip always has at least two combinations
within a feature representation in the top 10.

When we analyze the comes about gotten on PXD (see Table 4.3b), we are able to watch
a behavior exceptionally similar to that portrayed over for the INTER+PBC4cip combination.
The most feature that PXD shares with EXD because the primary two allotments have the
leading AUC and F1 scores. Be that as it may, within the taking after allotments, a lower
position is watched within the position gotten by INTER+PBC4cip; this concurs with the STD
that appeared in Table 4.1. Considering the rank dissemination gotten by INTER+PBC4cip
in both AUC and F1 score measurements, it can be concluded that EXD Figure 4.3a has more
consistent results than those gotten in PXD (see Figure 4.3b).

Finally, Figure 4.2 contains two subgraphs, one for each database, and each subgraph
shows two four-dimensional graphs. The points are ordered by average on the left, while
the median orders the points on the right. In these graphs, the X and Y axes represent the
result obtained by the F1 score and AUC metrics; respectively, the color represents a feature
representation, and the shape corresponds to a classifier.
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Table 4.3: Ranking of the AUC and F1 score metrics. Each cell represents the combination
of a feature representation jointly with a classifier. P4C stands for PBC4cip ans SVM for
CSSVM. The best interpretable combination is INTER+P4C.

(a) Ranks for the Experts Xenophobia Database.

RANK Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3 Partition 4 Partition 5
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

1 INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+P4C TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM BBOW+C45 BBOW+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+SVM
2 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 BBOW+SVM BBOW+C45 BBOW+SVM BBOW+SVM
3 BBOW+C45 BBOW+SVM BBOW+SVM BBOW+SVM W2V+P4C BBOW+SVM W2V+P4C TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM
4 BOW+SVM BOW+SVM TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+C45 BOW+C45
5 BBOW+SVM TFIDF+C45 BOW+SVM TFIDF+C45 BBOW+SVM BOW+C45 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45
6 BOW+C45 BBOW+C45 TFIDF+SVM BBOW+C45 TFIDF+P4C BBOW+C45 TFIDF+SVM W2V+SVM W2V+P4C W2V+SVM
7 TFIDF+C45 INTER+SVM INTER+SVM INTER+SVM INTER+UND W2V+SVM W2V+SVM BOW+C45 W2V+SVM BBOW+C45
8 INTER+SVM BOW+C45 W2V+P4C BOW+SVM BOW+C45 INTER+SVM TFIDF+P4C INTER+SVM INTER+UND INTER+P4C
9 TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM W2V+SVM BOW+C45 W2V+SVM INTER+P4C BOW+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+C45
10 W2V+P4C W2V+SVM BBOW+C45 W2V+SVM BOW+P4C INTER+C45 INTER+RUS INTER+C45 BOW+P4C INTER+SVM

11 TFIDF+P4C W2V+P4C TFIDF+P4C W2V+P4C BBOW+C45 W2V+P4C INTER+P4C W2V+P4C INTER+RUS W2V+P4C
12 BOW+P4C W2V+KNN BOW+C45 W2V+KNN BBOW+P4C W2V+KNN BOW+C45 INTER+RUS TFIDF+P4C W2V+KNN
13 W2V+SVM BBOW+KNN BOW+P4C BBOW+KNN INTER+P4C INTER+UND BBOW+P4C INTER+KNN BBOW+C45 BBOW+KNN
14 INTER+RUS TFIDF+P4C W2V+KNN TFIDF+P4C INTER+RUS INTER+RUS INTER+UND TFIDF+P4C W2V+KNN INTER+RUS
15 BBOW+P4C INTER+KNN BBOW+P4C INTER+KNN W2V+KNN TFIDF+P4C INTER+SVM BBOW+KNN INTER+C45 BOW+KNN
16 W2V+KNN BOW+P4C INTER+RUS BOW+P4C INTER+SVM INTER+KNN INTER+C45 BOW+P4C BBOW+P4C BOW+P4C
17 INTER+UND INTER+RUS INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN INTER+C45 BOW+P4C INTER+KNN INTER+UND INTER+SVM TFIDF+P4C
18 INTER+KNN BBOW+P4C BBOW+KNN BOW+KNN INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN W2V+KNN W2V+KNN BBOW+KNN INTER+UND
19 BBOW+KNN BOW+KNN INTER+UND W2V+C45 BOW+KNN BBOW+KNN BBOW+KNN BBOW+P4C BOW+KNN INTER+KNN
20 BOW+KNN W2V+C45 W2V+C45 BBOW+P4C TFIDF+KNN BOW+KNN W2V+C45 BOW+KNN INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN

21 W2V+C45 INTER+UND TFIDF+KNN INTER+RUS W2V+C45 BBOW+P4C BOW+KNN W2V+C45 TFIDF+KNN BBOW+P4C
22 W2V+RUS W2V+RUS BOW+KNN INTER+UND BBOW+KNN W2V+C45 TFIDF+KNN TFIDF+KNN W2V+UND W2V+C45
23 W2V+UND TFIDF+KNN W2V+RUS W2V+RUS W2V+RUS BOW+RUS W2V+RUS W2V+RUS W2V+C45 W2V+RUS
24 TFIDF+KNN BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BOW+RUS BOW+UND W2V+UND TFIDF+UND W2V+RUS W2V+UND
25 BBOW+RUS BOW+RUS TFIDF+UND TFIDF+UND BOW+UND W2V+RUS TFIDF+UND W2V+UND BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS
26 BOW+RUS W2V+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS BBOW+UND BBOW+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS BOW+UND BOW+UND
27 BOW+UND BOW+UND BOW+RUS BOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BOW+RUS BOW+RUS
28 BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND TFIDF+UND W2V+UND BOW+UND BOW+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS
29 TFIDF+UND TFIDF+UND BOW+UND BOW+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS BOW+RUS BOW+RUS TFIDF+UND TFIDF+UND
30 TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS W2V+UND W2V+UND W2V+UND TFIDF+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND

(b) Ranks for the Pitropakis Xenphobia Database.

RANK Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3 Partition 4 Partition 5
AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

1 INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+P4C BOW+SVM BOW+SVM BBOW+SVM BOW+SVM TFIDF+P4C BBOW+SVM
2 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 BBOW+SVM BBOW+SVM BOW+SVM BBOW+SVM BBOW+SVM TFIDF+P4C
3 BOW+SVM BOW+SVM TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+P4C TFIDF+SVM BOW+P4C BOW+P4C BOW+P4C TFIDF+SVM
4 TFIDF+P4C BBOW+SVM TFIDF+P4C BBOW+SVM TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+P4C BBOW+P4C TFIDF+SVM BBOW+P4C BOW+P4C
5 BBOW+SVM TFIDF+P4C BOW+P4C BOW+SVM BOW+P4C BOW+P4C TFIDF+P4C TFIDF+P4C TFIDF+SVM W2V+SVM
6 TFIDF+SVM TFIDF+SVM BBOW+SVM BOW+P4C BBOW+P4C W2V+SVM TFIDF+SVM BBOW+P4C W2V+SVM BBOW+P4C
7 BOW+P4C BOW+P4C BOW+SVM TFIDF+P4C BOW+C45 BBOW+P4C W2V+SVM W2V+SVM BOW+SVM BOW+SVM
8 BBOW+P4C BBOW+P4C BBOW+P4C W2V+SVM W2V+SVM BOW+C45 BOW+C45 BOW+C45 W2V+P4C BBOW+C45
9 W2V+P4C W2V+P4C W2V+SVM BBOW+P4C W2V+P4C W2V+P4C TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 BBOW+C45 W2V+P4C
10 INTER+SVM INTER+SVM BBOW+C45 BBOW+C45 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 BBOW+C45 BBOW+C45 BOW+C45 BOW+C45

11 TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 W2V+P4C W2V+P4C BBOW+C45 BBOW+C45 W2V+P4C W2V+P4C TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45
12 BBOW+C45 BBOW+C45 BOW+C45 BOW+C45 BBOW+KNN W2V+UND W2V+KNN INTER+UND BBOW+KNN BBOW+KNN
13 BOW+C45 INTER+RUS TFIDF+C45 TFIDF+C45 W2V+KNN W2V+KNN BBOW+KNN W2V+KNN W2V+UND W2V+UND
14 W2V+SVM BOW+C45 BBOW+KNN BBOW+KNN W2V+UND BBOW+KNN INTER+UND INTER+RUS W2V+KNN W2V+KNN
15 W2V+KNN W2V+SVM W2V+KNN W2V+KNN INTER+P4C INTER+P4C INTER+SVM BBOW+KNN INTER+P4C INTER+UND
16 INTER+RUS W2V+KNN INTER+SVM INTER+SVM W2V+RUS W2V+RUS W2V+RUS W2V+RUS INTER+UND INTER+P4C
17 BBOW+KNN INTER+UND BOW+KNN INTER+UND INTER+SVM INTER+UND BOW+KNN INTER+P4C W2V+RUS INTER+RUS
18 W2V+UND BBOW+KNN W2V+UND BOW+KNN BOW+KNN BOW+KNN W2V+UND BOW+KNN INTER+RUS W2V+RUS
19 BOW+KNN W2V+UND W2V+RUS W2V+UND W2V+C45 INTER+RUS INTER+P4C W2V+UND INTER+SVM BOW+KNN
20 W2V+C45 BOW+KNN INTER+UND INTER+RUS INTER+C45 W2V+C45 W2V+C45 INTER+SVM BOW+KNN W2V+C45

21 INTER+KNN W2V+C45 TFIDF+KNN W2V+RUS INTER+UND INTER+SVM INTER+RUS W2V+C45 W2V+C45 INTER+SVM
22 INTER+UND INTER+KNN W2V+C45 W2V+C45 INTER+RUS INTER+C45 INTER+C45 INTER+C45 TFIDF+KNN TFIDF+KNN
23 W2V+RUS W2V+RUS INTER+RUS INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN TFIDF+KNN TFIDF+KNN INTER+KNN INTER+C45 INTER+C45
24 TFIDF+KNN TFIDF+KNN INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN INTER+KNN INTER+KNN INTER+KNN TFIDF+KNN INTER+KNN INTER+KNN
25 TFIDF+UND TFIDF+UND BOW+RUS TFIDF+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BOW+UND BBOW+RUS
26 TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+UND TFIDF+RUS BOW+RUS TFIDF+RUS BOW+RUS BOW+UND
27 BBOW+UND BBOW+RUS BOW+UND BOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BOW+UND TFIDF+UND BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS TFIDF+RUS
28 BBOW+RUS BOW+UND BBOW+RUS BOW+UND BBOW+UND BOW+RUS TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+UND BBOW+UND BOW+RUS
29 BOW+UND BOW+RUS TFIDF+RUS BBOW+RUS BOW+UND BBOW+RUS BBOW+RUS BOW+RUS TFIDF+UND BBOW+UND
30 BOW+RUS BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BBOW+UND BOW+RUS BBOW+UND BOW+UND BOW+UND TFIDF+RUS TFIDF+UND
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(a) Results for the Experts Xenophobia Database.

(b) Results for the Pitropakis Xenphobia Database.

Figure 4.2: The color represents the feature representation, while the shape represents the
classifier. The X-axis is the result of the AUC score. The Y-axis is the result of F1 score. The
graphs are ordered by mean and median according to the results of Table 4.1. P4C stands for
PB4Cip.
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We can mention additional details in Figure 4.2; for example, the same scale is shared for
each subgraph for the y-axis (F1 score) and the x-axis (AUC score). The closeness between
points with the same color indicates that the feature representation is robust and presents
similar results in each classifier. The closeness between points with the same shape indicates
that the classifier is robust and presents similar results in each feature representation.

On the one hand, let us take the color of the points as a reference, Figure 4.2a in the
median-ordered subgraph. We can observe the behavior of the green feature representation
which corresponds to our interpretable representation, all the green points are in the center or
in the upper right zone. On the other hand, if we take the shape of the point as a reference,
Figure 4.2a in the same median-ordered subgraph, we can observe that the square shape is
also in the center and upper right corner, this shapes belongs to the PBC4cip classifier.

Another essential point to consider is that if the position of the points is similar between
the subgraph ordered by average and the subgraph ordered by the median, we can say that
the feature representation jointly with a classifier combination is robust because it has a slight
standard deviation. In Figure 4.2a, we can see that the combination TF-IDF + C45 (violet cir-
cle) has a similar position in both subgraphs. Similar behavior is present in Figure 4.2b for the
TF-IDF + PBC4cip and BOW + PBC4cip (violet and red squares, respectively) combinations.

Finally, we can highlight that for both Figure 4.2a and 4.2b, regardless of the feature rep-
resentation, the PBC4cip classifier obtains good results. Additionally, PBC4cip shows better
results for the AUC metric than for the F1 score for all the feature representations. However,
the C4.5 is another classifier that performs well for the average and the median. Nevertheless,
this classifier works better with the BOW and TF-IDF feature representations than for INTER
and W2V. However, as mentioned before, the BOW and TFIDF feature representations are
not interpretable. Therefore, although C4.5 offers promising results for the xenophobia clas-
sification in both databases, its results are not interpretable. A similar behavior is presented
when we analize SVM having exceptional results for all the non-interpretable feature repre-
sentations. The figure 4.1 shows how both EXD and PXD, the SVM (star) classifier obtains
outstanding results for both AUC and F1 Score when using BOW (red color) and TFIDF (vi-
olet color) and BBOW (blue color) as feature representations. Which, as we have mentioned
previously, are not interpretable. However, the combination SVM jointly with INTER (green
color) feature representation does obtain interpretable results. Still, these results are not based
on contrast patterns and get lower results in both databases than the combination PBC4cip
and INTER feature representation. As we mentioned in section 1.3, part of the objectives of
this research is to obtain a combination of classifier and feature representation that is inter-
pretable by experts in the field and obtain similar results concerning other non-interpretable
combinations.

4.2 Extracted patterns

This section will present an interpretation of the contrast patterns extracted by PBC4cip using
our INTER feature representation. This section will only show the patterns extracted from
EXD because the patterns extracted from PXD are very similar to those from EXD but have
less support. Table 4.4 shows a sample of 10 contrast patterns, of which five belong to the
xenophobic class and five to the non-xenophobic class.
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As we have mentioned before, the classifiers based on contrast patterns provide an easy-
to-understand model for humans [96]. From the patterns extracted in Table 4.4, we can see
that they are widely legible, primarily due to the small number of items. Below, we present
the main characteristics obtained from Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Example of contrast patterns extracted from the Expert Xenophobic database.

Class ID Items Supp

xenophobic

CP1 [foreigners = “present”] ^ [disgust > 0.15] 0.12

CP2
[illegal = “present”] ^ [angry > 0.19] ^
[hashtags = “not present”] ^ [foreigners = “present”] 0.11

CP3 [foreigners = “present”] ^ [sad  0.15] 0.10
CP4 [angry > 0.17] ^ [violentForeigners = “present”] 0.07
CP5 [criminalForeigners = “present”] 0.06

No
Xenophobic

CP6
[positive > 0.53] ^ [joy > 0.44] ^ [negative < 0.11]
^ [hate-speech  0.04] 0.09

CP7
[angry  0.17] ^ [hate-speech  0.06] ^
[negative < 0.10] ^ [country = “not present”] 0.08

CP8
[illegal = “not present”] ^ [foreigners = “not present”]
^ [backCountry = “not present”] ^ [joy > 0.42] 0.08

CP9
[positive > 0.53] ^ [angry  0.13] ^ [spam  0.56]
^ [ALPHAS > 9.50] 0.06

CP10 [hate-speech  0.11] ^ [foreigners = “not present”] 0.05

• The contrast patterns drawn for the xenophobia class have slightly greater support than
those outlined for the non-xenophobia class.

• The contrast patterns that describe the xenophobia class contain fewer items than the
contrast patterns from the non-xenophobic class; this makes the patterns of the xeno-
phobic class easier to read than the patterns of the non-xenophobic class.

• The contrast patterns extracted from the xenophobia class are composed of a keyword
related to xenophobia and a negative feeling, emotion, or intention.

• The absence or very little presence of hate speech is a characteristic present in the
contrast patterns belonging to the class of non-xenophobia.

• The word “foreigners” is crucial in defining the contrasting patterns of the xenophobic
and non-xenophobic classes.

• Combining a keyword with an emotion, feeling, or intention is much more helpful in
obtaining interpretable results than just using keywords since it helps contextualize the
true meaning of a word

To conclude this section, we will present a natural language interpretation of the contrast
patterns present in Table 10.

• CP1: xenophobic posts use the word “foreigners” and present at least a little emotion
of disgust.
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• CP2: xenophobic posts do not use hashtags but use the words “illegal” and “foreigners”
while presenting at least some angry emotion.

• CP3: xenophobic posts use the word “foreigners” and have a little emotion of sadness.

• CP4: xenophobic posts have at least a bit of angry emotion and use the words “violent
foreigners.”

• CP5: xenophobic posts use the words “criminal foreigners.”

• CP6: non-xenophobic posts present a positive sentiment, and joyful emotion; they con-
tain a very little of negative feelings or hate speech.

• CP7: non-xenophobic posts present a little of angry, negative feeling, and a minimal of
hate speech. Also, they do not use the word “country.”

• CP8: non-xenophobic posts do not use the words “illegal, foreigners, backcountry” and
have a joyful emotion.

• CP9: non-xenophobic posts have a positive sentiment, have a little of angry emotion,
are not intended to be spam, and have more than nine words that are not stopwords.

• CP10: non-xenophobic posts have a very few of hate speech and do not use the word
“foreigners.”

4.3 Concluding Remarks
This chapter showed our experimental framework, indicating in detail the processes of cre-
ating the xenophobia database and our proposal for filtering and reducing entries from a
database based on Twitter. We explained the development of our new interpretable feature
representation based on emotions, feelings, intentions, and keywords and the process of ob-
taining and selecting valuable features using the correlational attribute evaluator for feature
selection. Then we presented the process of partitioning the databases and the procedure for
obtaining the AUC and F1 score metrics for each classifier and feature representation. Finally,
we briefly showed the process of mining and selection of contrast patterns and explain them
in natural language.

We used two xenophobia databases to perform our experiments; both databases were
cleaned and filtered using the same methodology. The best results of the machine learning
classifiers were obtained using EXD despite containing a higher imbalance ratio concerning
PXD. On the one hand, EXD contains 10,057 entries, of which 8,054 belong to the non-
xenophobia class and 2,003 to the xenophobia class, resulting in an imbalance ratio of 4.02.
On the other hand, PXD contains 5,814 entries, of which 3,826 belong to the non-xenophobia
class and 1,988 to the xenophobia class, resulting in an imbalance ratio of 1.92.

The experiments showed how the PBC4cip contrast pattern-based classifier achieves
outstanding results regardless of the feature representation used. However, the interpretable
combination INTER + PBC4cip was in the top two regarding average, being one of the best
combinations in both databases for both AUC and F1. Additionally, INTER + PBC4cip was
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the only combination that achieves results greater than 0.90 in both metrics for both databases
in two of the five partitions. It is essential to mention that in terms of median and standard
deviation, non-interpretable combinations achieved better results than INTER + PBC4cip,
which shows that non-interpretable combinations are still very valid methodologies for clas-
sification. Finally, as the main advantage, only the INTER + PBC4cip combination can be
interpreted by experts using contrast patterns in a language close to humans.





Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions
The rapid growth and expansion of the internet around the world have allowed people to
be more connected. The growth of the internet has led to unparalleled use of social media,
which, in turn, has increased hate speech on the internet. Researchers are very interested
in detecting hate speech in social networks, especially the right to racism, misogyny, and
xenophobia. However, despite the interest of scientists in detecting violent discourses on the
internet, xenophobia is a problem that the scientific community has not addressed enough.

Due to a lack of research into the classification of xenophobia in social networks, few
public databases have addressed the issue. Furthermore, no proposal that we are aware of
addresses the classification of xenophobia in social networks using explainable artificial in-
telligence models, particularly contrast pattern-based approaches. That is why our proposal
focuses on employing contrast pattern classifiers to classify xenophobia on Twitter, allowing
for interpretable findings in a language that is familiar to specialists.

To get this thesis’s experimental results, we use two databases linked to xenophobia clas-
sification: the Pitropakis Xenophobia Database (PXD) and the Expert Xenophobia Database
(EXD). EXD is a database that is primarily distinguished by the fact that it has been la-
beled by specialists in international relations, sociology, and psychology. In addition, our new
approach for an interpretable feature representation based on feelings, emotions, intentions,
and keywords is compared to three well-known feature representations: bag-of-words, term
frequency-inverse document frequency, and word to vector in this thesis. Finally, to clas-
sify the PXD and EXD databases, we employed five state-of-the-art classifiers built for class
imbalance situations, each with one of the feature representations specified above.

The best xenophobic classification results utilizing PXD were obtained using TD-IDF as
the feature representation and PBC4cip as the classifier, according to our results. The average
F1 score for TD-IDF + PBC4cip was 0.735, with a standard deviation of 0.011, and the AUC
was 0.804, with a standard deviation of 0.009. The interpretable combination of INTER +
PBC4cip, on the other hand, yielded the following results: 0.734 F1 score AVG with 0.137
STD and 0.794 AUC AVG with 0.172 STD for the F1 score. On the other hand, the best
xenophobia classification results using EXD were obtained using two different combinations;
in terms of F1 score, the best combination was BOW as a representation of characteristics
together with C45 as a classifier, while in terms of AUC, the best combination was INTER +
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PBC4cip. On average BOW + C45 obtained 0.782 F1 score AVG with 0.014 STD, and 0.839
AUC AVG with 0.013 STD. In contrast, the interpretable combination INTER + PBC4cip
obtained 0.768 F1 score AVG with 0.134 STD, and 0.864 AUC AVG with 0.084 STD.

The experimental results obtained in this thesis show that the best interpretable combi-
nations of feature representation and classifiers obtain on average similar or better results than
the non-interpretable combinations, both for F1 score and AUC. It is worth mentioning that the
most robust results in terms of standard deviation are obtained using non-interpretable com-
binations, such as TF-IDF + PBC4cip or BOW + C45. However, it is essential to emphasize
that the INTER + PBC4cip combination is the only one that produces interpretable results in
a language close to the experts. According to Luo et al. [97], feature representations based on
numerical transformations are considered black-box; as a result, the findings achieved using
black-box techniques are difficult to comprehend even by an expert in the field.

Finally, after applying the same cleaning and filtering method to the PXD and EXD
databases, experimental results reveal that classifiers trained with EXD outperform classifiers
trained with PXD in terms of F1 score and AUC. The collected Twitter xenophobia database,
labeled by experts in international relations, sociology, and psychology, is a noteworthy con-
tribution to tackling xenophobia classification in social networks, according to this thesis.
Having more databases on xenophobia can expand the study lines on this issue, allowing for
better classification models to be developed that outperform present results.

5.2 Future Work
We present a new representation of interpretable characteristics based on feelings, emotions,
intentions, and keywords in this research work, as well as a new Twitter xenophobia database
labeled by experts in international relations, sociologists, and psychologists. Additionally, we
present an explainable artificial intelligence model contrast pattern-based for the classifica-
tion of xenophobia in social networks. However, there is still much field of study to detect
xenophobia in social networks, which allows a room for improving it.

As work in the future, we propose extending the framework of this proposal to other
social networks, such as Instagram, Facebook, Reddit, and YouTube. We must expand our
xenophobia database with posts from other social networks since each social network has
different jargon and writing styles to achieve this goal. Each social network has its privacy
policies to access user content, which causes extracting publications to be different. However,
having a sample of other posts from more social networks can generate a broader model for
the classification of xenophobia.

Finally, having the support of experts to label the xenophobia database has been shown
to generate a quality database, so the expansion of the database to new social networks will
need the support of more professionals who provide labels of quality for the classification of
xenophobia. The use of keywords related to xenophobia is essential for the creation of a new
database and the development of an interpretable and accurate model.
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